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Abstract We discuss various approaches to the problem of determining which
supersymmetric invariants are permitted as counterterms in maximally supersym-
metric super Yang–Mills and supergravity theories in various dimensions. We review
the superspace non-renormalisation theorems based on conventional, light-cone, har-
monic and certain non-Lorentz covariant superspaces, and we write down explicitly
the relevant invariants. While the first two types of superspace admit the possibility
of one-half BPS counterterms, of the form F4 and R4 respectively, the last two do
not. This suggests that UV divergences begin with one-quarter BPS counterterms,
i.e. d2 F4 and d4 R4, and this is supported by an entirely different approach based on
algebraic renormalisation. The algebraic formalism is discussed for non-renormalisa-
ble theories and it is shown how the allowable supersymmetric counterterms can be
determined via cohomological methods. These results are in agreement with all the
explicit computations that have been carried out to date. In particular, they suggest
that maximal supergravity is likely to diverge at four loops in D = 5 and at five loops
in D = 4, unless other infinity suppression mechanisms not involving supersymmetry
or gauge invariance are at work.
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1 Introduction

The derivation of an acceptable quantum theory of gravity remains one of the prime
challenges facing fundamental theoretical physics. A basic problem in formulating
such a theory was already recognised in the earliest approaches to the subject in the
1930s: the dimensional character of Newton’s constant gives rise to ultraviolet diver-
gent quantum correction integrals. In the 1970s, this was confirmed explicitly in the first
Feynman diagram calculations of the radiative corrections to systems containing grav-
ity plus matter [1]. The time lag between the general perception of the UV divergence
problem and its first concrete demonstration was due to the complexity of Feynman
diagram calculations involving gravity. The necessary techniques were an outgrowth
of the long struggle to control, in a Lorentz–covariant manner, the quantisation of
non-abelian Yang–Mills theories in the Standard Model of weak and electromagnetic
interactions and in quantum chromodynamics.

With the advent of supergravity [2,3] in the mid 1970s, hopes rose that the specific
combinations of quantum fields in supergravity theories might possibly tame the grav-
itational UV divergence problem. Indeed, it turns out that all irreducible supergravity
theories in four-dimensional spacetime, i.e. theories in which all fields are irreducibly
linked to gravity by supersymmetry transformations, have remarkable cancellations
in Feynman diagrams with one or two internal loops [4].
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The ultra-violet question in maximally supersymmetric field theories 921

There is a sequence of such irreducible (or “pure”) supergravity models, char-
acterised by the number N of local (i.e. spacetime-dependent) spinor parameters. In
four-dimensional spacetime, minimal, or N = 1, supergravity thus has four supersym-
metries corresponding to the components of a single Majorana spinor transformation
parameter. The maximal possible supergravity [5] in four-dimensional spacetime has
N = 8 spinor parameters, i.e. 32 independent supersymmetries.

The hopes for “miraculous” UV divergence cancellations in supergravity were
subsequently dampened by the realisation that the divergence-killing powers of super-
symmetry most likely do not extend beyond the two-loop order for pure supergravity
theories with N = 1, 2 supersymmetry [6,7]. The extension of this result to all N
had to await the development of the superspace formulation of the N = 8 theory [8]
with the aid of which it was easy to construct linearised (and indeed fully non-lin-
ear) counterterms starting at the seven-loop order [9,10] although it proved somewhat
more tricky to find a three-loop invariant [10,11]. The three-loop invariant, for all N ,
is quartic in curvatures, and has a purely gravitational part given by the square of the
Bel–Robinson tensor [6].

The flowering of superstring theory in the 1980s and 1990s, in which the UV
divergence problems of gravity are cured by a completely different mechanism which
involves replacement of the basic field-theory point-particle states by extended rela-
tivistic object states, pushed the UV divergence properties of supergravity out of the
limelight, leaving the supergravity UV problem in an unclear state.

Nonetheless, among some researchers a faint hope persisted that at least the maxi-
mal N = 8 supergravity might have special UV properties. This hope was bolstered
by the fact that the maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory, which has N = 4,
i.e. 16-component supersymmetry, is completely free of ultraviolet divergences in
four-dimensional spacetime [12–14]. This was the first interacting UV-finite theory in
four spacetime dimensions.

It is this possibility of “miraculous” UV divergence cancellations in maximal super-
gravity that has now been confirmed in a remarkable three-loop calculation by Bern
et al. [15]. Performing such calculations at high loop orders requires a departure from
textbook Feynman-diagram methods because the standard approaches can produce
astronomical numbers of terms. Instead of following the standard propagator and ver-
tex methods for the supergravity calculations, Bern et al. used another technique which
goes back to Feynman: loop calculations can be performed using the unitarity prop-
erties of the quantum S-matrix. These involve cutting rules that reduce higher-loop
diagrams to sums of products of leading-order “tree” diagrams without internal loops.
This use of unitarity is an outgrowth of the optical theorem in quantum mechanics for
the imaginary part of the S-matrix.

In order to obtain information about the real part of the S-matrix, an additional nec-
essary element in the unitarity-based technique is the use of dimensional regularization
to render UV divergent diagrams finite. In dimensional regularization, the dimension-
ality of spacetime is changed from 4 to 4 − ε, where ε is a small adjustable parameter.
Traditional Feynman diagram calculations also often use dimensional regularization,
but normally one just focuses on the leading 1/ε poles in order to carry out a renormal-
ization program. In the unitarity-based approach, all orders in ε need to be retained.
This gives rise to logarithms in which real and imaginary contributions are related.
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922 G. Bossard et al.

In the maximal N = 8 supergravity theory, the complexity of the quantum ampli-
tudes factorizes, with details involving the various field types occurring on the external
legs of an amplitude multiplying a much simpler set of scalar-field Feynman diagrams.
It is to the latter that the unitarity-based methods may be applied. Earlier applications
[16] of the cutting-rule unitarity methods based on iterations of two-particle cuts gave
an expectation that one might have cancellations for D < 10/L + 2, where D is the
spacetime dimension and L is the number of Feynman diagram loops (for L > 1).
Already, this gave an expectation that D = 4 maximal supergravity would have cancel-
lations of the UV divergences at the L = 3 and L = 4 loop orders.1 This would leave
the next significant test at L = 5 loops. In the ordinary Feynman-diagram approach,
a full calculation at this level would involve something like 1030 terms. Even using
the unitarity-based methods, such a calculation would be a daunting, but perhaps not
impossible, task.

The impressive new elements in the 3-loop calculation of Bern et al. are the com-
pleteness of their calculation and the unexpected further patterns of cancellations
found. This could suggest a possibility of unexpected UV cancellations at yet higher
loop orders. Although the various 3-loop diagram classes were already individually
expected to be finite on the basis of the earlier work by Bern et al., the new results
show that the remaining finite amplitudes display additional cancellations, rendering
them “superfinite”. In particular, the earlier work employed iterated 2-particle cuts
and did not consider all diagram types. The new complete calculation displays further
cancellations between diagrams that can be analysed using iterated 2-particle cuts and
the additional diagrams that cannot be treated in this way. The set of three-loop dia-
grams is shown in Fig. 1. The end result is that the sum of all diagram types is more
convergent by two powers of external momentum than might otherwise have been
anticipated. Yet more recent work has reorganised the calculation so that all diagram
topologies give the final general structure in external momenta without the need for
such cancellations [18].

Does such a mechanism cascade in higher-order diagrams, rendering the maximal
N = 8 theory completely free of ultraviolet divergences? No one knows at present.
Such a scenario might pose puzzling questions for the superstring programme, where
it has been assumed that ordinary supergravity theories need string ultraviolet comple-
tions in order to form consistent quantum theories. On the other hand, there are hints
from superstring theory [19] that, if extrapolated to the field theory limit [20], would
suggest that these cancellations might continue up to nine loops in N = 8 supergravity,
and it has also been suggested, again from a string theory perspective [21], that N = 8
supergravity might be finite to all orders, although it is not clear exactly what one can
learn from superstring theory about purely perturbative field-theory divergences [22].

One thing that seems clear is that ordinary Feynman diagram techniques coupled
with the “non-renormalization” theorems of supersymmetry are unlikely to be able
to explain finiteness properties of N = 8 supergravity at arbitrary loop order. Earlier
expectations [6,7,10,11] were that the first loop order at which divergences that cannot
be removed by field redefinitions would be three loops in all pure D = 4 supergravi-

1 There is no available counterterm at L = 4, so finiteness at this order is not a dramatic result [17].
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Fig. 1 3-loop Feynman diagram types leading to unanticipated ‘superfiniteness’ of maximal supergravity
at this loop order. Diagrams (a)–(g) can be analysed using iterated 2-particle cuts, leading to an expectation
of ultraviolet divergence cancellation. Diagrams (h) and (i) cannot be treated this way, but the result of
summing all diagrams (a–i) is a deeper cancellation of the leading UV behaviour than anticipated

ties. A key element in this anticipation was the expectation that the maximal amount
of supersymmetry that can be linearly realised in Feynman diagram calculations (aka
“off-shell supersymmetry”) is half the full supersymmetry of the theory, or 16 out of
32 supercharges for the maximal N = 8 theory [23].

Similarly to the way in which chiral integrals of N = 1, D = 4 supersymmetry
achieve invariance from integrals over less than the theory’s full superspace, pro-
vided the integrand satisfies a corresponding BPS type constraint, there are analogous
invariants involving integration over varying portions of an extended supersymmetric
theory’s full superspace [11]. “Half-BPS” operators require integration over just half
the full set of fermionic variables. And if half the full supersymmetry were the maximal
amount that can be linearly realised (so giving strong results from the corresponding
Ward identities), such operators would be the first to be allowed as UV counterterms.
With the aid of harmonic superspace methods it can be shown that there are precisely
three (linearised) BPS counterterms in N = 8 supergravity [17]; they arise at L = 3
loops (half BPS), L = 5 (one-quarter) and L = 6 (one-eighth). The leading terms in
spacetime are R4 with 0,4 and 6 derivatives respectively.

The results of reference [16] show that the half-BPS expectation for the first allowed
counterterms is too conservative in the case the maximal theory. But more recent
advances in the understanding of supersymmetric non-renormalization theorems push
the divergence-onset boundary out slightly for the maximal theory, so that half-BPS
counterterms that require superspace integrals over half the 32 component super-
space are now expected to be the last disallowed counterterms instead of the first
allowed ones. The resulting current expectations for first divergences from a traditional
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Table 1 Current maximal supergravity divergence expectations from Feynman rules and non-renormal-
ization theorems

Dimension D 11 10 8 7 6 5 4

Loop order L 2 2 1 2 3 4 5

BPS degree 0 0 1
2

1
4

1
8

1
8

1
4

General form ∂12 R4 ∂10 R4 R4 ∂4 R4 ∂6 R4 ∂6 R4 ∂4 R4

Feynman diagram plus non-renormalization viewpoint are shown for various space-
time dimensions in Table 1.

The behaviour of maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory in dimensions
D > 4 may be a model for what is happening. Contrary to earlier expectations of
UV divergences at the 4-loop order in D = 5 spacetime [24], the unitarity-based
methods indicate that this SYM onset should be postponed to the 6-loop order [16].
But here, the standard Feynman diagram methods have a comeback through the real-
isation that 4-loop finiteness could be explained using more sophisticated “harmonic
superspace” methods [25–27]. In fact, maximal SYM theory admits a formulation for
which twelve supersymmetries are linearly realised off-shell [28,29], so that the first
allowed counterterm would be one-quarter BPS, not one-half [27]. Indeed, if there is
an off-shell version of N = 8 supergravity in N = 5 harmonic superspace, then this
would be enough to push the first allowed counterterm to five loops2 [27]. While this
harmonic superspace possibility remains unclear in supergravity, we will discuss in
Sect. 6 a finite-component formalism with 17 linearly realised supersymmetries that
should also push the divergence limit for D = 4 diagrams to 5 loops.

In the next section, we review superspace non-renormalisation theorems and the
implications for divergences that follow from them in conventional superspace. In
Sect. 3, we explicitly construct the relevant BPS counterterms using harmonic super-
space. In Sect. 4, we show how these can be rewritten as integrals over the whole of
light-cone superspace thereby demonstrating that the light-cone formalism does not
rule out even one-half BPS invariants as counterterms. In Sect. 5, we give a discussion
of the off-shell harmonic superspace formalism with twelve linearly realised super-
symmetries for maximal SYM in arbitrary dimensions. This, in combination with
non-renormalisation theorems, implies that such theories do not admit one-half BPS
divergences in line with unitarity calculations. Another possible way of forbidding
such divergences is to use formulations of maximal supersymmetric theories with
one-half plus one supersymmetries linearly realised. This can be done with a finite
number of auxiliary fields at the cost of manifest Lorentz covariance. This idea is
discussed in Sect. 6 in two dimensions where Lorentz symmetry can be maintained. In
Sect. 7, we discuss the algebraic approach to the analysis of non-linear supersymmetry
Ward identities in non-renormalisable supersymmetric theories. A generalisation of
previous methods using Young tableaux leads to the conclusion that logarithmic diver-
gences at L > 1 loops are in contradiction to the supersymmetry Ward identities if and

2 For a short summary of the current UV divergence situation in supergravity, cf. [30].
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The ultra-violet question in maximally supersymmetric field theories 925

only if they are associated to supersymmetric counterterms involving 1
2 BPS opera-

tors. In this framework we are able to prove the absence of the four-loop and the
two-loop logarithmic divergences of maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory
in five and six dimensions respectively. Although we have not fully worked out all the
details needed to generalise this method rigourously to supergravity theories, similar
arguments to those in Yang–Mills theory permit one to demonstrate the absence of
logarithmic divergences at three-loops in maximal supergravity in four dimensions.
Although the discussion is not yet complete, it gives further strong evidence in favour
of the conjecture that the one-half BPS counterterms will not occur in maximal theories
of this type.

2 Review of non-renormalisation theorems

The prototype superspace non-renormalisation theorem states that the mass and inter-
action terms in the Wess–Zumino model do not receive infinite corrections. To estab-
lish this one first sets up Feynman rules in superspace, which is straightforward to
do for chiral and gauge multiplets in N = 1, D = 4 supersymmetry. It can then be
shown that all of the fermionic theta integrals except one can be carried out so that
each contribution to the effective action in superspace is local in the odd coordinates,
albeit generally non-local in the bosonic coordinates [31]. An important fact is that
the Grassmann odd integration is over all four odd coordinates. Standard quantum
field theory considerations imply that ultra-violet divergences are local in spacetime,
and thus give rise to full superspace integrals in N = 1, D = 4 superspace, and
this immediately rules out UV divergences corresponding to the chiral terms in the
classical action.

The power of the superspace method can be increased by means of the background
field method (BFM) in which the total field is split into a quantum part and a back-
ground part. The point of doing this is that one can then study 1PI diagrams which
have only background fields on external lines. This is particularly useful in gauge theo-
ries because one can then use background gauge invariance instead of quantum BRST
symmetry and this simplifies the analysis of possible divergences. For supersymmetric
gauge theories there is an additional advantage because the superspace gauge poten-
tials are constrained while the quantum prepotentials, which appear as the solutions
to these constraints, are not. It can be shown that it is possible to set up the Feynman
rules in the superspace BFM in such a way that the background fields appearing on the
external lines are constructed from the potentials rather than the prepotentials [32].
The relation between the two objects can be illustrated in N = 1, D = 4 abelian
gauge theory where the superspace field-strength two-form F = d A is constrained to
satisfy

Fαβ = Fα̇β̇ = Fαβ̇ = 0, (2.1)

where the coordinates are (xa, θα, θ̄ α̇) and where the fields are referred to the standard
preferred basis given by the covariant derivatives (∂a, Dα, D̄α̇), with

[Dα, D̄α̇] = i∂αα̇, (2.2)
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926 G. Bossard et al.

as usual. In (2.1) the third equation is a “conventional” constraint which allows one
to solve for the vector component of the potential, Aa , in terms of the spinorial ones,
while the first two are related by complex conjugation. These equations are solved by

Aα = i DαV, (2.3)

where V is the real, unconstrained superfield prepotential, and where we have made a
partial choice of gauge in superspace which reduces the gauge parameter from a real
scalar superfield to a chiral one.

A key point here is that the prepotential has lower dimension than the potential, so
the fact that counterterms should be built from the latter will clearly lead to improved
power-counting.

The above can be generalised to N = 2, D = 4 (or N = 1, D = 6) supersymmetry
straightforwardly, although the technical details become much more complicated [32].
The case of N = 2, D = 4 supersymmetry was analysed completely in [23] and used
to give a covariant superfield proof of the perturbative finiteness of N = 4, D = 4
SYM [12] and of a class of N = 2 SYM-matter models [33]. The technical difficulties
that arise are due to the low dimensionality of the SYM prepotential (−2) in mass
units) [34], and the rather complicated nature of the off-shell version of the N = 2
hypermultiplet. Indeed, in conventional superspace, the N = 2 matter multiplet can
only be formulated off-shell if the scalars are in the 1 + 3 representations of SU (2),
although this restriction can be lifted in harmonic superspace.3

There is, however, a major obstruction to extending the formalism to arbitrary super-
symmetric theories and that is because, in order to write down superspace Feynman
diagrams, one must be able to represent supersymmetry linearly on unconstrained
superfields, in other words, the theory in question must admit an off-shell formu-
lation with an appropriate set of auxiliary fields. In general, however, this does not
seem to be possible for theories with extended supersymmetry. It was shown in [37]
that N = 1, D = 10 SYM does not admit an off-shell version with a finite number
of auxiliary fields, and a general study was carried out in [38]. The upshot is that
a theory which has Q supersymmetries on-shell will generically only admit a for-
mulation with q < Q linearly realised off-shell supersymmetries. For SYM theories
in conventional Lorentz-covariant superspace, the maximal allowed value of q is 8,
while for supergravity theories q cannot be larger than 16 [39]; in other words, in
conventional superspace, only half of the supersymmetries of maximally supersym-
metric Yang–Mills or supergravity theories can be realised off-shell. This is clearly
relevant to non-renormalisation theorems because they require the existence of an
off-shell formalism. On the other hand, the first UV divergence that is encountered
must correspond to a counterterm which becomes invariant under the full non-linear
supersymmetry transformations when the classical equations of motion are imposed.
This follows from consideration of the Ward Identities for a non-linearly realised sym-
metry which state that, in the absence of anomalies, the first UV divergence will be

3 Analysis of the N = 2 non-renormalisation theorems in harmonic superspace has been carried out in
[35,36].
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The ultra-violet question in maximally supersymmetric field theories 927

invariant up to a term (coming from the fact that a non-linear symmetry must itself be
renormalised) which is proportional to the equations of motion of the classical theory.

Putting this all together, we can state the non-renormalisation theorem for super-
symmetric theories as follows: the first non-zero UV divergence corresponds to a
counterterm which can be expressed as an integral over q thetas, where q is the num-
ber of linearly realised supersymmetries, which is constructed from the potentials of
the off-shell formalism, which is gauge-invariant and which is invariant under the full
non-linear Q supersymmetries modulo the classical equations of motion. There is a
final caveat, which is that the theorem does not apply at one loop due to technical
difficulties that arise with gauge-fixing in the background field method.

It is clear that this theorem will only be restrictive for potential counterterms which
can only be expressed as subsuperspace integrals in the full Q-theta superspace.
We shall refer to these counterterms as BPS because their integrands correspond
to shortened representations of supersymmetry; clearly the non-BPS counterterms,
which correspond to integrals over the full Q-susy superspace, cannot be protected by
non-renormalisation theorems of the above type.

In the context of non-renormalisation theorems in conventional Lorentz covariant
superspace we know that q = 1

2 Q for maximal supersymmetric theories which implies
that the first allowed counterterms should be one-half BPS; in SYM this translates to
spacetime integrals of F4, while in supergravity R4 would be permitted.

For maximal SYM, these one-half BPS counterterms correspond to L = 4 loops
in D = 5 and L = 2 loops in D = 6; in D = 7 this counterterm does not arise for
dimensional reasons and the first allowed divergence is the one-quarter BPS one which
occurs at two loops. In D = 8 F4 occurs at one loop where it is not protected, while
SYM diverges at two loops (d6 F4) and one loop (d2 F4), the first allowed divergences,
in D = 9 and 10 respectively.

In D = 6 it turns out [24] that gauge invariance protects the putative L = 2 F4

divergence. This works as follows: the theory is quantised in terms of N = 1, D = 6
superfields, i.e. q = 8, but the N = 1 SYM multiplet has no scalars. This means that
the lowest allowed counterterm (beyond one loop) in the N = 1 SYM theory is in
fact of structure d2 F4 (the full superspace integral of four spinorial superfields) which
corresponds to a three-loop divergence. The independent scalar multiplet cannot alter
this result and so the conclusion that F4 is protected in six dimensions follows. In
D = 5, on the other hand, the N = 1 SYM multiplet does contain a scalar and so the
F4 invariant would be allowed in this case.

The above results are consistent with the calculations of reference [40], and with
almost all of the more recent unitarity computations [16]. The only mismatch is the
F4 counterterm at four loops in D = 5 which would be allowed to be divergent, as
we have just seen, but which turns out to have a zero coefficient. A possible explana-
tion for this would be that the five-dimensional theory somehow knows about gauge
invariance in six dimensions, but it seems difficult to justify this in any convincing
way. An alternative explanation, which we shall discuss later on, is given by harmonic
superspace considerations because this formalism allows q = 12.

For maximal supergravity the situation is that non-renormalisation theorems in
conventional superspace would allow R4 divergences at three loops in D = 4 and at
two loops in D = 5. This divergence also occurs at one loop in D = 8 where there
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is no protection in any case. In the remaining dimensions, other than six, maximal
supergravity diverges at two loops with R4 counterterms together with 4, 8, 10 and 12
derivatives respectively for D = 7, 9, 10, 11. In D = 6 the first allowed divergence is
at three loops, d6 R4, and is known to have a non-vanishing coefficient. Note that this
discussion makes use of the fact that there is no d2 R4 invariant consistent with all of
the required symmetries.

The supergravity predictions of conventional superspace are in agreement with
calculations carried out so far except for the R4 divergences in D = 4, 5 which are
known to have vanishing coefficients.

Various non-renormalisation theorems can also be derived in the component for-
malism, by making use of the full non-linear supersymmetry Ward identities within
the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism. Although these methods have only been applied
to renormalisable theories up until now, they have permitted one to obtain theorems
independently of the renormalisation scheme, which avoids the open problem of how
to define a regularisation that preserves both supersymmetry and gauge invariance.
A first attempt to prove the superconformal invariance of N = 4 super Yang–
Mills by exhibiting the absence of superconformal anomalies was proposed in [41].
A rigourous proof of the vanishing of the β function was then been developed in term
of twisted variables in Euclidean space [42–44]. This proof was subsequently extended
to the superconformal N = 2 Yang–Mills theories defined on Minkowski spacetime
with the whole global symmetry kept manifest [45].

3 Counterterms

In this section, we shall give the explicit forms for the relevant BPS counterterms in
maximal supergravity and SYM theories, although we shall only be concerned with
the linearised theory in the supergravity case. These counterterms are most simply
expressed in harmonic superspace, so we start off with a brief review of this idea
[25,46,47].

3.1 Harmonic superspace

In D = 4, N -extended superspace has coordinates (xαα̇, θαi , θ̄ α̇i ), where i = 1, . . . ,N
and the thetas (thetabars) transform under the N (N̄ ) representations of U (N ).4 The
superspace covariant derivatives Dαi , D̄i

α̇ satisfy the standard anticommutation rela-
tions

[Dαi , D̄ j
β̇
] = iδi

j∂αβ̇
(3.1)

[Dαi , Dβ j ] = [D̄i
α̇, D̄ j

β̇
] = 0.

We define a Grassmann analyticity (GA) structure of type (p, q) to be a set of p Ds
and q D̄s which are mutually anticommuting. Such a set is specified by a rank p matrix

4 For the maximal theories the internal symmetry group is SU (N ).
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ur
i , r = 1, . . . , p, and a rank q matrix vi

r ′
, r ′ = N − q + 1, . . . ,N , such that

ur
ivi

r ′ = 0. (3.2)

Such a pair of matrices determines a p-plane Vp inside an (N −q)-plane VN−q in C
N

called a flag of type (p,N −q). The space of all (p, q)GA structures for N -extended
supersymmetry is the flag manifold Fp,N−q(N )which we shall denote simply by F in
the following unless it is necessary to be more specific. It is a compact complex mani-
fold and can be represented as the coset space (U (p)×U (N −(p+q))×U (q))\U (N )

(in the maximal theories U (N ) is replaced by SU (N ) and the isotropy group is mod-
ified accordingly). In this context it is convenient to regard the matrices ur

i and vi
r ′

as submatrices of an (S)U (N ) group element u and its inverse respectively.
We define (N , p, q) harmonic superspace to be the product of ordinary N -extended

superspace MN with Fp,N−q(N ) [48,49]. Fields on this space can be expanded in
harmonics on F with coefficients that are ordinary superfields. We shall use the so-
called harmonic formalism [25] in which fields on F are given as equivariant fields
on U (N ), so that their dependence on the isotropy directions is specified by their
transformation properties under this group. We put u = uI

i = (ur
i , u R

i , ur ′ i ), where
the indices (r, R, r ′) label the fundamental representations of the three factors in the
isotropy group. We can use u and its inverse to refer tensors to U (N ) or isotropy group
bases, for example, we can define

Dα I := uI
i Dαi ; D̄ I

α̇ := (u−1)i
I D̄i

α̇ . (3.3)

The right-invariant vector fields on U (N ) are DI
J ; they act as follows:

DI
J uK

k = δJ
K uI

k, (3.4)

and satisfy

[DI
J , DK

L ] = δK
J DI

L − δI
L DK

J . (3.5)

This set of derivatives divide into three subsets: the isotropy subset, {Dr
s, DR

S, Dr ′ s
′ },

the subset corresponding to the ∂̄ operator on F, {Dr
S, Dr

s′
, DR

s′ }, and the conjugate
subset, {DR

s, Dr ′ s, Dr ′ S}.
In harmonic superspace one defines Grassmann (G-) analytic fields to be those

that are annihilated by Dαr and D̄r ′
α̇ , and harmonic, or H-analytic fields to be those

which are annihilated by the ∂̄ operator on F. The fields we are interested in are both
G- and H-analytic, which we will refer to as being simply analytic. Since F is com-
pact complex, such fields have short harmonic expansions. We shall refer to them as
BPS multiplets; that is, a BPS multiplet in the harmonic framework is by definition
one that is annihilated by some fraction of the set of superspace covariant deriva-
tives. Thus a one-half BPS multiplet is annihilated by half of the odd derivatives and
so on. In general one would expect that, for example, a one-half BPS multiplet in
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N = 4, D = 4 susy would have an expansion up to eighth order in the odd coordi-
nates, but there are special multiplets which are ultra-short. These include the field
strength and supercurrent multiplets in N = 4 SYM.

Invariants are constructed by integrating analytic fields with respect to an appro-
priate measure. For (N , p, q) superspace this is

dµN
p,q := d4x du [Dp+1 . . . DN D̄1 . . . D̄N−q ]2, (3.6)

where du denotes the standard Haar measure on the coset.
It is sometimes useful to use a larger coset as this allows more flexibility. The largest

possible arises when the isotropy group is the maximal torus (U (1)N−1 in SU (N ). It

is the space of full flags, i.e. V1 ⊂ V2 · · · ⊂ VN−1 ⊂ C
N . In this case a group element

u can be written (u1
i , u2

i , . . . , uN i ) where each of the numerical subscripts is acted
on by the corresponding U (1) subgroup with the condition that an object carrying all
N indices has charge zero.

3.2 Invariants in D = 4

At the linearised level the N = 4 SYM multiplet is described by a scalar superfield Wi j

which transforms under the real six-dimensional representation of SU (4). It satisfies

Dαi W jk = Dα[i W jk]
(3.7)

D̄i
α̇W jk = −2

3
δ[ j

i D̄l
α̇Wk]l

as well as the reality condition W̄ i j = 1
2ε

i jkl Wkl . It can be described as an analytic
field on (4, 2, 2) superspace, W12 := u1

i u2
j Wi j , which is an SU (2) singlet but which

carries a charge under the u(1) part of the isotropy algebra su(2)⊕su(2)⊕u(1); it is
annihilated by Dαr , r = 1, 2 and D̄r ′

α̇ , r
′ = 3, 4. It can also be described as an analytic

field on (4, 1, 1) superspace, W1R := u1
i u R

j Wi j , R = 2, 3, which transforms under
the su(2) of the isotropy algebra su(2) ⊕ u(1) ⊕ u(2), as well as carrying U (1)
charges. In this version it is annihilated by Dα1 and D̄4

α̇ .
In the interacting theory the derivatives appearing in (3.7) have to be replaced

by the corresponding gauge-covariant derivatives, but since the invariants are con-
structed from gauge-invariant quantities, this fact does not play any significant role in
their enumeration.

There are two one-half BPS invariants; they are

I 1
2

=
∫

dµ4
2,2 tr(W12)

4

(3.8)
I ′

1
2

=
∫

dµ4
2,2 tr(W12)

2tr(W12)
2
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There is a double-trace one-quarter BPS invariant given by

I 1
4

=
∫

dµ4
1,1 tr(W1R W1S)tr(W1

R W1
S), (3.9)

where the SU (2) index R is raised by means of εRS Notice that (3.9) vanishes in
the Maxwell case. There is also a single-trace invariant which looks as if it might be
one-quarter BPS but which turns out to be expressible as a full superspace integral:

IK =
∫

dµ4
1,1tr((εRSW1R W1S)

2)

=
∫

d4x d16θ K (3.10)

where K := tr(Wi j W̄ i j ) is the Konishi operator. Both of these terms integrate up to
give spacetime contributions of the form

∫
dx (d2 F4 + F5 + · · · ) [17].

A feature of these invariants is that they can be understood as arising as products of
the energy-momentum supermultiplet T . The symmetric product of two of these con-
tains a one-half BPS multiplet, the integrand of I ′

1
2
, the one-quarter BPS integrand of

I 1
4
, a long multiplet and a shortened but not BPS multiplet whose leading component

is, like the energy-momentum multiplet, a set of scalars in the real 20′ representation
of SU (4).5 T itself is a one-half BPS operator which is ultra-short; it can be integrated
over four thetas to give the on-shell SYM action,

SSY M =
∫

d4x du [D3 D4]2 tr(W12)
2. (3.11)

The maximal supergravity theory in D = 4 is very similar, at least in the linearised
theory. The field strength superfield is described by a scalar superfield Wi jkl which
transforms under the real seventy-dimensional representation of SU (8). It satisfies

Dαi W jklm = Dα[i W jklm]
(3.12)

D̄i
α̇W jklm = −4

5
δ[ j

n D̄l
α̇Wklm]n,

and satisfies an obvious reality condition. It can be represented by an analytic su-
perfield W := W1234 := u1

i u2
j u3

ku4
l Wi jkl in (8, 4, 4) superspace. The three-loop

one-half BPS invariant is given by [48]

I 1
2

=
∫

dµ8
4,4 W 4. (3.13)

5 This multiplet is known to be a protected operator in SCFT [50]; it obeys a second-order fermionic
derivative constraint [51].
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An interesting feature of this integral is that it is also invariant under linearised E7
transformations. We recall that the Lie algebra of E7 is a sum of the su(8) sub-algebra
together with seventy generators which, at the linearised level, act on the scalars by
a shift. To see that this is a symmetry of I 1

2
note that, for any positive integer k, W k

is one-half BPS, but that it is ultra-short6 for the special values of k = 1, 2, 3. The
translational symmetry can be written δW = L where L is an analytic superfield con-
structed in the same way as W but where Li jkl is a set of seventy constant parameters,
i.e. independent of all of the (conventional) superspace coordinates. Clearly the varia-
tion of the integrand in (3.13) will be proportional to W 3, but since this is ultra-short,
integrating it over sixteen thetas will give zero.

All of the possible SU (8)-invariant BPS integrals were written down in [17]; it
turns that there are only two more: a one-quarter BPS invariant, which integrates to
d4 R4, and a one-eighth invariant which integrates to d6 R4. It is not possible to con-
struct a d2 R4 invariant, which would have corresponded to a four-loop counterterm.
The one-quarter BPS invariant is

I 1
4

=
∫

dµ8
2,2 (ε

RT SU W12RSW12T U )
2, (3.14)

where R ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}. The one-eighth invariant is

I 1
8

=
∫

dµ8
1,1 ε

R1...R6εS1...S6 W1R1 R2 R3 W1R4 R5 S1 W1R6 S2 S3 W1S4 S5 S6 , (3.15)

where R ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}.

3.3 Harmonic superspaces in D > 4

We shall be concerned with D = 5, 6, 7 where the internal symmetry groups are
symplectic. For maximal SYM we have Sp(2) in D = 5, Sp(1) in D = 7 and
Sp(1) × Sp(1) in D = 6, while for maximal supergravity we have Sp(4) in D = 5,
Sp(2) in D = 7 and Sp(2) × Sp(2) in D = 6.7 In each case the supersymmetry
algebra takes the form

[Dαi , Dβ j ] = iηi j (γ
a)αβ∂a, (3.16)

where (γ a)αβ is antisymmetric on its spinor indices, and ηi j is the symplectic invariant
matrix. In the D = 6 case there are two copies with opposite chirality spinors. Internal
indices are lowered or raised by ηi j and its tensorial inverse ηi j according to the rules
vi = v jη j i , vi = ηi jv j .

In order to have Grassmann analyticity with p mutually anticommuting derivatives,
say in Sp(n) where the group acts on C

2n , we need to specify an isotropic p-plane

6 This follows from the facts that W itself has top components of the form θ4 or θ̄4 and that we can only
have at most eight powers of θ or θ̄ in (8, 4, 4) superspace.
7 For some discussions of harmonic superspaces in D > 4 see, for example, [52–55].
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in C
2n . The isotropy group of such a plane is U (p) × Sp(n − p), and therefore the

space of such planes, Fp(2n), is the coset space of Sp(n) with this isotropy group.
The various harmonic superspaces are then formed by taking the product of ordinary
superspace with this harmonic coset. Since Fp(2n) is again compact and complex,
the field strength superfields of interest will be analytic with respect to both types of
analyticity as in the four-dimensional case.

3.3.1 D = 5

Spinors in five dimensions are four-component, but when there are an even number of
them they can be taken to satisfy a pseudo-Majorana constraint which makes use of
the symplectic invariant ηi j . The R-symmetry group for maximal SYM (SG) is Sp(2)
(Sp(4)). The superspace measures are

dµn
p := d5x du [Dp+1 . . . D2n]4. (3.17)

The SYM field strength Wi j is in the real five-dimensional representation of Sp(2),
so it is antisymmetric and traceless with respect to η. It satisfies

Dαi W jk = Dα[i W jk] − 2

3
ηi[ j Dl

αWk]l . (3.18)

To write down a one-half BPS invariant it is necessary to pick out two anticommut-
ing derivatives Dαr = ur

i Dαi , r = 1, 2. We then need to choose ηrs = ηr ′s′ = 0,
ηrs′ = δrs′ , where r ′ = 3, 4, and where the matrix u = (ur

i , ur ′ i ) is an element of
Sp(2); the isotropy group is U (2). It is easy to see that W12 := u1

i u2
j Wi j is analytic,

so the one-half BPS invariants can be written

I 1
2

=
∫

dµ2
2 〈W 4

12〉, (3.19)

where the brackets indicate either the single or double-trace group structures.
For the one-quarter BPS invariants we need to specify only one derivative Dα1 :=

u1
i Dαi , say, so that the isotropy group is U (1) × SU (2). In this case it is simpler

to take η to be block diagonal with non-vanishing components in the (12) and (34)
planes. The superfield W1R := u1

i u R
j Wi j , R ∈ {3, 4} is one-quarter BPS analytic

and the true invariant is

I 1
4

=
∫

dµ2
1 tr(W1R W1S)tr(W1

R W1
S), (3.20)

where R is raised by εRS . Note that the R index is acted on only by Sp(1) and so
carries no separate U (1) charge.

In maximal supergravity the field strength superfield is Wi jkl , i = 1, . . . , 8. It
is totally antisymmetric, symplectic traceless and real. It satisfies the differential
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constraint

Dαi W jklm = Dα[i W jklm] − 3

5
ηi[ j Dn

αWklm]n . (3.21)

The one-half BPS fields are annihilated by four of the derivatives, Dαr , say, and the
appropriate isotropy group is therefore U (4). The superfield W1234, defined in the
obvious way by harmonic projection, is clearly one-half BPS and the R4 invariant is

I 1
2

=
∫

dµ4
4 (W1234)

4. (3.22)

For the one-quarter BPS case we can choose two anticommuting derivatives D1, D2
and isotropy group U (2)× Sp(2). The d4 R4 invariant is

I 1
4

=
∫

dµ4
2 (W12

RSW12RS)
2 (3.23)

where R ∈ {5, 6, 7, 8} is raised or lowered by the symplectic matrix restricted to this
subspace.

The above invariant does not arise as a possible counterterm, but the one-eighth
BPS one (d6 R4) does. It is given by

I 1
8

=
∫

dµ4
1 W1RST W1

RSU W1U V W W1
T V W , (3.24)

where R ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}.

3.3.2 D = 6

The spinors in D = 6 are pseudo-Majorana–Weyl; for the maximal theories we have
pairs of both chiralities. In the SYM case the R-symmetry group is Sp(1)× Sp(1) and
the field strength Wi

ı̂ satisfies

Dα(i W j)
k̂ = Dα(ı̂ Wk

ĵ ) = 0, (3.25)

where α = 1, . . . , 4 and where both i and ı̂ can take on two values. The one-half BPS
harmonic space in this case is made up of two copies of U (1)\SU (2). The analytic

field strength, annihilated by Dα1 and Dα1̂, is W1
1̂. The two invariants are

I 1
2

=
∫

d6x du dû [D2 D2̂]4 〈(W1
1̂)4〉, (3.26)

where the brackets indicate the two group invariants as before. To get a one-quarter
BPS invariant we need to harmonise only one of the Sp(1)s, say the unhatted one.
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The superfield W1
ı̂ is annihilated by Dα1. The true one-quarter BPS invariant is

I 1
4

=
∫

d6x du [D2 D1̂ D2̂]4 tr(W1ĵW1k̂) tr(W1
ĵW1

k̂). (3.27)

We can obtain a second one-quarter BPS invariant by harmonising the hatted sector.
In supergravity the R-symmetry group is Sp(2) × Sp(2). There are twenty-five

scalar fields which appear as the leading component of the field-strength superfield
Wi j

ı̂ ĵ . Each pair of indices transforms as a five under Sp(2) and obeys a constraint
similar to that obeyed by the D = 5 SYM field strength. For the one-half BPS case,

the isotropy group is U (2)×U (2), the field strength is W := W12
1̂2̂, and the invariant

is

I 1
2

=
∫

d6x du dû [D3 D4 D3̂ D4̂]4 W 4. (3.28)

There appear to be two possibilities for one-quarter BPS invariants. The first involves
constructing fields which are annihilated by two Ds of the same type, say Dαr , and
the second involves fields which are annihilated by one D of each type. In the first
case the field is W12

ı̂ ĵ and the invariant is

I 1
4

=
∫

d6x du [D3 D4 D1̂ . . . D4̂]4(W12 · W12)
2 (3.29)

with the obvious scalar product on the hatted indices. In the second case, the field is

W1R
1̂R̂ , where R ∈ {3, 4} and similarly for R̂, and the invariant is

I ′
1
4

=
∫

d6x du dû [D2 D3 D4 D2̂ D3̂ D4̂]4(W · W )2, (3.30)

where

W · W := εRSεR̂ ŜW1R
1R̂ W1S

1Ŝ . (3.31)

Although this is mildly interesting it is not relevant to the UV problem because this
invariant does not come into play by power counting in six dimensions. The one that

does is one-eighth BPS. The superfield is W ı̂ ĵ
1R , R ∈ {3, 4}, and the invariant is

∫
d6x du [D2 . . . D4 D1̂ . . . D4̂]4W1R · W1SW1

R · W1
S, (3.32)

where the scalar product is on the hatted indices and εRS is used to raise indices. This
is the d6 R4 invariant that is known to be divergent at three loops in D = 6. As in the
SYM case, we can form a second such invariant by harmonising the hatted sector.
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3.3.3 D = 7

The R-symmetry group for maximal SYM in D = 7 is Sp(1) and the field strength
Wi j is in the triplet representation. It obeys the differential constraint

Dα(i W jk) = 0. (3.33)

The only possibility for Lorentz-invariant harmonics is given by the two-sphere
U (1)\Sp(1). The field W11 := u1

i u1
j Wi j is analytic. The one-half BPS invariant,

which is again not relevant to the UV question, is

I 1
2

=
∫

d7x du(D2)
8〈W 4

11〉. (3.34)

The one-quarter BPS invariant cannot be obtained by these means and we postpone a
discussion of it until after supergravity has been dealt with.

The field strength tensor for D = 7 maximal supergravity transforms under the four-
teen-dimensional representation of the R-symmetry group Sp(2). It can be written as a
symmetric traceless SO(5)-tensor WI J , or alternatively as Wi j,kl , i, j = 1 . . . 4, with
the obvious symmetries. The differential constraints it obeys are

Dαi W jk,lm =
(

Dα[i W jk],lm − 2

3
ηi[ j Dn

αWk]n,lm
)

+ ( jk ↔ lm). (3.35)

One-half BPS superfields are annihilated by two derivatives, the field strength is W :=
W12,12, and the R4 integral invariant is

∫
d7x du [D3 D4]8W 4. (3.36)

It is not relevant to the counterterm discussion, but the one-quarter BPS one is rel-
evant since it is known to be divergent at two loops. In this case, the field strength
W1R,1S, R, S = 3, 4 is annihilated by D1 and the invariant is

I 1
4

=
∫

d7x du [D2 D3 D4]8(W1R,1SW R S
1,1 )2. (3.37)

We return now to the question of the one-quarter BPS invariant in D = 7 SYM. It
will be convenient to write the scalars in 10 − n dimensional SYM as a vector WI of
SO(n). The supercurrent is

TI J := tr

(
WI WJ − 1

n
δI J W K WK

)
(3.38)

The double-trace multiplets we are interested in occur in the product of two T s. For
D = 4, 5, 6 this gives rise to a one-half BPS multiplet which includes (trF2)2, a
one-quarter BPS multiplet, which is the one we are interested in, a long multiplet
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which begins with a singlet scalar, and a multiplet whose leading component is in
the same representation as T and which satisfies a second-order, non-BPS differential
constraint. However, in D = 7, this multiplet does not separate from the one-quarter
BPS one, at least not at lowest order. If one examines the lowest-order scalars in the
product of two T s one sees that, for D = 4, 5, 6, there are four representations of the
R-symmetry group whereas, in D = 7, there are only three. There is a singlet, the
leading component of a long supermultiplet, a quintuplet, the leading component of
the one-half BPS multiplet, and a triplet. The latter field starts off a multiplet which
combines all the states of the lower-dimensional one-quarter BPS and non-BPS short-
ened multiplets; however, it is not clear if this is reducible in D = 7 or whether the
larger Lorentz symmetry group prevents this.

4 BPS invariants in light-cone superspace

In this section we show how the invariants described above can be rewritten in light-
cone superspace for the case of D = 4. The coordinates of ordinary superspace, in
light-cone notation, are as follows:

xαα̇ = (x++, x−−, x+−, x−+)
θαi = (θ+i , θ−i ) (4.1)

θ̄ α̇i = (θ̄+
i , θ

−
i ),

where the plus and minus indices indicate the transformation properties under the
SO(1, 1) subgroup of the Lorentz group. The transverse coordinate x−+ is the com-
plex conjugate of x+−. Light-cone superspace is the subspace defined by setting
θ−i = θ̄−

i = 0. Note that the full supersymmetry algebra is not realised on this space,
only the light-cone subalgebra. We shall denote the light-cone covariant derivatives
by small letters,

d+i = D+i |θ−=0; d̄−
i = D̄i−|θ−=0. (4.2)

Note that the R-symmetry group is still manifest in this approach so that we can apply
harmonic superspace techniques here as well. In the light-cone formalism it is permis-
sible to divide by ∂++, which is regarded as an algebraic operation, and this allows
one to eliminate all but the physical degrees of freedom. In particular, given a massless
free fermion λα , one can use the Dirac equation to write λ− in terms of λ+,

λ− = ∂−+
∂++

λ+. (4.3)

N = 4 SYM was formulated in light-cone superspace some time ago [56] and used to
give proofs of the UV finiteness of that theory [13,14]. Use is made of the light-cone
gauge in which A++ = 0 and A−− is regarded as a dependent field. The multiplet of
physical fields can then be packaged in a single light-cone chiral superfield which we
shall discuss below. A similar formalism exists for N = 8, D = 4 supergravity.
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One would expect that allowable counterterms in this approach would be integrals
over light-cone superspace of local functions of the chiral superfield, with the proviso
that inverse powers of ∂++ are allowed. In addition, one would demand that at least
the counterterm corresponding to the first UV divergence should be invariant under
the full Lorentz-covariant supersymmetry transformations. In [57] it was argued that
these two requirements cannot be simultaneously satisfied and therefore that N = 8
supergravity should be UV finite. In the following we shall show that this argument is
not correct, even for BPS invariants, by explicitly rewriting the covariant counterterms
as light-cone superspace integrals.

We begin with a simple example—an on-shell chiral field in N = 1, D = 4
supersymmetry. We shall show that a chiral invariant can be rewritten as a light-cone
one.

The N = 1 chiral superfield φ, satisfying D̄α̇φ = 0, can be written

φ = −i D̄+ D+
φ

∂++
(4.4)

so that a chiral Lagrangian of the form φn can be written

φn = −i D̄+
(
φn−1 D+

φ

∂++

)
. (4.5)

Thus the chiral invariant is

∫
d4x D2 φn :=

∫
D+D−φn ∼

∫
D+ D̄+D−

(
φn−1 D+

φ

∂++

)

∼
∫

D+ D̄+
(
φn−2 D−φD+

φ

∂++

)

∼
∫

D+ D̄+
(
φn−2∂−+ D+

φ

∂++
D+

φ

∂++

)
, (4.6)

where the ∼ sign means up to constants and spacetime derivatives and where we have
used the free field equation D+D−φ = 0. In the final expression the odd integration
is only over θ+, θ̄+, so that any terms involving the minus coordinates must be total
derivatives in spacetime and can therefore be dropped. Thus the integral can be written
as

∫
d4x D2 φn =

∫
d+d̄+

(
ϕn−2∂−+d+

ϕ

∂++
d+

ϕ

∂++

)
, (4.7)

where ϕ := φ|θ−=0 is the light-cone chiral superfield.
The next example is the N = 2 hypermultiplet, φi , i = 1, 2. It obeys the free

on-shell constraints

Dα(iφ j) = D̄α̇(iφ j) = 0, (4.8)
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where the SU (2) indices are raised or lowered with the epsilon tensor. In harmonic
superspace, with coset U (1)\SU (2), the field φ1 := u1

iφi is analytic,

Dα1φ1 = D̄2
α̇φ1 = 0 (4.9)

as well as being harmonic analytic. Similar considerations apply to φ̄1. Thus we can
write

φ1 = −i D̄2+ D+2
φ1

∂++

= −i D+1 D̄2+
φ2

∂++
, (4.10)

where φ2 := u2
iφi .

There is a one-half BPS integral invariant for the hypermultiplet given by

I =
∫

d4x du [D2 D̄1]2(φ1φ̄1)
2. (4.11)

Using (4.10) we can write the integrand as

(φ1φ̄1)
2 = −i D+1 D̄2+

(
φ2

∂++
φ1φ̄1φ̄1

)
. (4.12)

The invariant can thus be expressed as an integral over light-cone superspace with
integrand given by

D−2 D̄1−
(
φ2

∂++
φ1φ̄1φ̄1

)
. (4.13)

This can then be written in terms of light-cone superfields by expressing the minus
fermionic derivatives in terms of plus ones with the aid of the fermionic equations of
motion.

We now consider the N = 4 SYM one-half BPS invariant (in the linearised case).
The N = 4 superfield W12 (harmonics understood) is annihilated by D1, D2, D̄3, D̄4.
It can be written

W12 = i D+1 D̄3+
W23

∂++

= −i D+2 D̄4+
W14

∂++
. (4.14)

So the N = 4 one-half BPS Lagrangian (W12)
4 can be written

(W12)
4 ∼ D+1 D+2 D̄3+ D̄4+

(
(W12)

2 W23

∂++
W14

∂++

)
, (4.15)
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which therefore allows us to write the invariant as a light-cone superspace integral:

I =
∫

d4x du (d+)4(d̄+)4
[

D−3 D−4 D̄1− D̄2−((W12)
2 W23

∂++
W14

∂++
)

]
θ−=0

. (4.16)

To see that this can be expressed in terms of the light-cone chiral superfield let us
define

w12 := W12|θ−=0. (4.17)

This satisfies

d+1w12 = d+2w12 = 0, (4.18)

and so can be written as

w12 = d+1d+2ϕ−−. (4.19)

Since d̄3+w12 = d̄4+w12 = 0, and since the harmonic dependence of w12 is already
taken care of by the derivatives in (4.19), it follows that ϕ−− can be taken to be chiral,
d̄i+ϕ−− = 0. Furthermore, due to the reality condition on W we have

d+1d+2ϕ−− = d̄3+d̄4+ϕ̄−−. (4.20)

We can therefore identify ϕ−− with the chiral superfield of reference [56]. The inte-
grand of (4.16) can be converted into the desired form by first acting with the D−s on
the fields, then rewriting the results in terms of D+s by using the equations of motion
and finally by evaluating the result at θ− = 0. This can be expressed in terms of wi j

and hence in terms of ϕ−−.
The situation in N = 8 supergravity is very similar. We shall again consider only

the one-half BPS R4 integral. The field-strength superfield W1234, which is anni-
hilated by four Ds and four D̄s can be used to define a light-cone field strength
w1234 := W1234|θ−=0. Because this is annihilated by d+r , r = 1 . . . 4 it can be written
in the form

w1234 = d+1d+2d+3d+4ϕ−−−−, (4.21)

where ϕ−−−− can be taken to be chiral in view of the d̄+ constraints. This is the N = 8
light-cone superfield [58]. It also satisfies the reality constraint

d+1d+2d+3d+4ϕ−−−− = d̄1+d̄2+d̄3+d̄4+ϕ̄−−−−. (4.22)

The one-half BPS invariant is an integral over sixteen thetas of (W1234)
4. This inte-

grand can be written

(W1234)
4 ∼ D+1 D+2 D+3 D+4 D̄5+ D̄6+ D̄7+ D̄8+

(
W2345

∂++
W1346

∂++
W1247

∂++
W1238

∂++

)
, (4.23)
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from which we can easily show, using the same argument as above, that the invariant
can indeed be recast as an allowed counterterm in light-cone superspace.

The above type of argument can easily be adapted to other integrals, with the con-
clusion that light-cone superspace considerations do not place any restrictions on the
allowed counterterms, not even the one-half BPS ones. This is not altogether surprising
since the formalism preserves only half of the full supersymmetry manifestly.

5 Off-shell harmonic formalism

In this section we review the off-shell formalism for N = 3, D = 4 SYM [28,29]
and extend it to D > 4. On-shell this theory is the same as the maximal theory so
that this approach allows us to preserve q = 12 supersymmetries manifestly off-shell;
a naive application of the superspace non-renormalisation theorem would then lead
to the result that the one-half BPS counterterms are protected; in particular, it would
predict that maximal SYM should be finite at four loops in D = 5.

The gauge potential A is a Lie algebra-valued superspace one-form with gauge
transformation

A → g Ag−1 + dgg−1, g ∈ G, (5.1)

and we assume that the exterior derivative acts from the right. The field strength
F = d A + A2 transforms under the adjoint representation. In index notation we have

[∇A,∇B] = −tAB
C∇C − FAB, (5.2)

where A is a super-index and where it is understood that as an operator a field such as
F acts on a g-valued field via the commutator; tAB

C is the (flat) superspace torsion.
We shall use the following indices: a = 0, 1, 2, 3, vector index for D = 4,

i = 1, 2, 3 U (3) (anti-) fundamental representation index, α, α̇ = 1, 2 D = 4
two-component spinor indices. Complex conjugation raises(or lowers) a U (3) index.

5.1 The on-shell theory

The basic constraints defining the theory are

[∇αi , ∇̄ j
β̇
] = iδi

j∇αβ̇
[∇αi ,∇β j ] = iεi jk Z̄ k (5.3)

[∇̄ i
α̇, ∇̄ j

β̇
] = iεi jk Zk,

the third being the (hermitean) conjugate of the second. The object Zi , and its conjugate
Z̄ i , is in general a linear combination of a covariant derivative in the extra dimensions
and a scalar field. So for D = 4, Zi represents the three physical complex scalar fields
while in D = 10 Zi is a (covariant) derivative in the extra six dimensions regarded
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as three complex ones. In these two extreme cases the theory has SO(1, 3) × U (3)
symmetry, but in the intermediate cases U (3) is broken down to a subgroup. Neverthe-
less, we can treat the theory in all dimensions at once by regarding fields as operators
as mentioned above.

The consequences of the constraints are analysed by means of the Bianchi iden-
tities. At dimension three-halves (taking Fab to have dimension two) one finds that
the only fields allowed are the physical fermions λα and χ i

α and their conjugates. At
dimension two one finds the supersymmetry variations of the fermions in terms of the
dimension two field-strengths. The latter include Fab, the additional components of
the field strength in D > 4, derivatives of scalars and scalar commutators. There are
no new fields at this dimension. At dimension five-halves one finds the supersymmetry
variations of the dimension-two field strengths. If one then applies the commutator of
two fermionic derivatives to a fermion field and uses the information from the Bianchis
one finds the field equations for the fermions. As an example, we find

∇β
α̇λβ + [Z̄ i , χ̄α̇i ] = 0 (5.4)

It is clear that since there are no non-physical fields the theory must be on-shell, by
supersymmetry, and one can check this explicitly if one desires. The important point
here is that restricting the theory to only twelve manifest supersymmetries does not
lead to an off-shell theory given the basic constraints (2.1), as one would expect, given
that it is well-known that this happens in D = 4.

5.2 Off-shell with harmonics

In order to go off-shell we shall use harmonic superspace. The formalism is basi-
cally the same as in D = 4. The harmonic variables parametrise the (full) flag space
F1,2(3) = H\U (3), where the isotropy group H = U (1)×U (1)×U (1). We use the
same notation as in Sect. 3, so numerical indices 1, 2, 3 transform under the three dif-
ferent U (1)s in the isotropy group. The ∂̄-operator on F, in the equivariant formalism,
is (D1

2, D1
3, D2

3), while G-analytic fields are annihilated by (Dα1, D̄3
α̇).

The basic constraints (5.3) are equivalent to

[∇α1,∇β1] = [∇̄3
α̇, ∇̄3

β̇
] = [∇α1, ∇̄3

β̇
] = 0. (5.5)

This is because the fields of the theory do not depend on u so that these variables can
be factored out in Eq. (5.5) which therefore imply (5.3).

In order to discuss the off-shell theory it will be convenient to introduce some new
notation. We set dg := Eα1 Dα1− Ē α̇3 D̄3

α̇ and let dh denote the ∂̄ operator on F. Clearly
we have

d2
g = d2

h = dgdh + dhdg = 0. (5.6)

The field equations can be reinterpreted as the statement that there is a flat partial
connection Ag satisfying dh Ag = 0 [59]. Gauge transformations are also independent
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of the harmonic coordinates, dh g = 0. Since Ag is flat it can be written in pure gauge
form

Ag = dgV V −1 (5.7)

where the group-valued function V depends on u in a restricted fashion, since
dh Ag = 0. We can now make a generalised gauge transformation with a u-depen-
dent gauge group element to set Ag = 0. This induces a gauge field in the harmonic
direction, Ah = dh V −1V , and the residual gauge invariance now consists of G-ana-
lytic transformations. So we have shown that the original flat partial gauge field Ag

is equivalent to a pure gauge connection Ah . Clearly, given such an Ah we can go
back to the original Ag . The theory can be taken off-shell by allowing Ah to be an
arbitrary partial gauge field satisfying dg Ah = 0 and subject to Grassmann-analytic
gauge transformations. The Chern–Simons action

S =
∫

d Dx du dy [D2 D3 D̄1 D̄2]2 Q(Ah), (5.8)

where Q(Ah) is the Chern–Simons three-form in the harmonic directions, leads to the
equation of motion Fhh = 0. This implies that Ah is locally pure gauge, but since F is
a non-trivial space, this need not be the case globally. So the action (5.8) leads to the
correct equations of motion only when Ah is restricted to belong to the class of trivial
gauge fields. Note that this construction is really a variation of the Ward observation
which relates self-dual Yang–Mills gauge fields to holomorphic vector bundles on
twistor space that are trivial on each twistor line, the analogue of the latter being the
flag space F1,2(3). The necessity of restricting the fields in this way was first pointed
out in [59].

In (5.8), du is the standard measure on F and y denotes the additional spacetime
coordinates. The U (1) charges in the measure are exactly matched by those of the
integrand provided that the y integration is neutral. One might worry that the three
dimensions are complex but there is a real structure which one can introduce on F

which guarantees the reality of the action.
The integrand is G-analytic, i.e. annihilated by Dα1, D̄3

α̇ . Now in flat superspace,
as can be seen from (2.1), the covariant derivatives involve derivatives with respect
to all the spacetime coordinates multiplied by linear factors of θ , so that G-analytic
functions will depend on shifted x, y variables. For example, consider D = 10. The
extra coordinates can be taken to be three complex ones yi together with their conju-
gates yi . In this case we can define yI and y I by multiplying by factors of u and its
inverse. The G-analytic shifted coordinates are given by

ŷ I := y I − θα1 Dα1 y I + θ̄ α̇3 D̄3
α̇ y I , (5.9)

and similarly for yI (as well as for x). We can chose from among these variables
in intermediate dimensions where not all of the six additional y coordinates will be
non-zero.
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5.3 Application to SYM divergences

The Feynman rules for the off-shell N = 3, D = 4 SYM theory were written down
in [28,29]. If we assume that this can be repeated for D > 4, then we can use this
formulation as an off-shell version of maximal SYM with q = 12 linearised super-
symmetries. Manifest Lorentz invariance is lost in D > 4, but this need not be a
problem as long as it can be shown that the first UV divergence does indeed corre-
spond to a fully covariant counterterm. There does not seem to be a problem with this
in D = 5, 6 where the one-quarter BPS invariants are given as integrals over twelve
thetas, but in D = 7 life is a little more complicated because it is more difficult to
write this invariant in this way.

An immediate consequence of the off-shell harmonic formalism is that one-half
BPS invariants cannot occur as putative counterterms in maximal SYM. Instead, the
first possible divergences that can arise are the one-quarter BPS ones. If the assump-
tions made above are correct, this would bring the non-renormalisation theorems into
full agreement with the computations. The only problem with this is that the formalism
naively looks too strong in D = 7 where it is not immediately obvious how to write
the one-quarter BPS invariant as a twelve-theta integral. It is probable that this is just
a technicality.

5.4 Supergravity

An obvious question to ask is whether the above construction can be made to work in
supergravity. However, it is not at all easy to see how to do this. One possible idea,
in the linearised theory, is to try taking the square of the N = 3 abelian SYM the-
ory. Since the states of maximal supergravity can be obtained by squaring the states
of N = 4 SYM, and since the latter is the same as the N = 3 theory on-shell,
one might wonder if squaring the N = 3 theory off-shell might lead to an off-shell
version of N = 8 supergravity with N = 6 supersymmetries linearly realised, i.e.
q = 24. It is possible to do this formally by mimicking the GIKOS construction
described above, but the resulting off-shell theory seems to be an N = 6 conformal
supergravity theory rather than the desired Poincaré one. It is usually thought that
conformal supergravity theories do not exist for N > 4, but this theory presumably
has an infinite number of physical fields arising from the infinite number of auxiliary
fields in the SYM theory. Moreover, there is no guarantee that an interacting version
exists. It is perhaps not so surprising that this construction does not work since the
known off-shell formulations of supergravity theories are always made up of more
than one supermultiplet; in D = 4 one can always view off-shell Poincaré theories
as being comprised of a Weyl supermultiplet together with one or more compensa-
tors. From this point of view the squaring construction might have more chance of
working out for N = 5 where one can construct multiplets with maximal spin 3/2
as well as spin 2 by “multiplying” an N = 3 vector multiplet with an N = 2 matter
multiplet.

Indeed, N = 5 would be sufficient to account for the currently known computa-
tional results. In particular, it would rule out one-half BPS counterterms. In D = 4, the
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existence of such a formalism would postpone the predicted onset of UV divergences
to five loops, because there is no candidate four-loop counterterm.

6 One-half susy plus one

The reason why one is forced to harmonic superspace and an infinite number of aux-
iliary fields in order to construct off-shell versions of supersymmetric theories with
a large amount of supersymmetry is that off-shell representations with a finite num-
ber of fields are not compatible with the bosonic, in particular Lorentz, symmetries.
However, if one is prepared to reduce the bosonic symmetry group, it is possible to
find finite sets of auxiliary fields. The first example of this was given in [60] where
an off-shell version of D = 10 SYM was written down with SO(1, 1) × Spin(7)
symmetry.8 This version of the theory has nine supersymmetries and only a seven-
plet of dimension two auxiliary scalars. This is of great interest in the context of UV
divergences since off-shell formulations with one more than half of the total number
of supersymmetries could be expected to rule out one-half BPS counterterms.

In this section we shall discuss one-half susy plus one formulations of maximal
SYM and SG theories reduced to two dimensions. The reduction allows us to main-
tain Lorentz symmetry, while invariants can still be studied even though they do not
occur as counterterms in this setting.

Let us begin with the linearised theories. For SYM in D = 2 we have eight sca-
lars and eight left- and right-moving fermions. The on-shell multiplet, with (8, 8)
supersymmetry is given by a scalar superfield Wa satisfying

Dα+Wa = (σa)αα̇ψα̇+
(6.1)

Dα̇−Wa = (σa)α̇αψα−,

where a, α, α̇ are indices for the (8v, 8s, 8c) representations of Spin(8), and σa are
the spin matrices. The supersymmetry algebra is

[Dα, Dβ ] = 2iδαβ∂++
[Dα̇, Dβ̇ ] = 2iδα̇β̇∂−− (6.2)

[Dα, Dβ̇ ] = 0,

where the spacetime coordinates are (x++, x−−). We can go off-shell by reducing the
supersymmetry from (8, 8) to (8, 1).

In this case we get

DαWa = (σa)αα̇ψα̇+
(6.3)

D−Wa = ψa−.

8 Ref. [60] was inspired by earlier work [61–63].
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We then find that

D−ψα̇ := Gα̇ (6.4)

defines a superfield whose leading component is a set of dimension-two auxiliary
fields. There are no other independent component fields and so we find a representa-
tion with (16 + 16) components off-shell. This theory still has SO(8) symmetry, but
it has to be reduced to Spin(7) in the gauge theory because one of the components of
Gα̇ becomes identified with the YM field strength.

Equations (6.3) can easily be modified to give an off-shell multiplet with (16, 1)
supersymmetry which corresponds to linearised maximal supergravity in D = 2. We
have

Di+Wα = (�i )αα̇ψα̇+
(6.5)

D−Wα = ψα−

where i = 1, . . . , 16 is an SO(16) vector index and α, α̇ = 1, . . . , 128 are Weyl
spinor indices in Spin(16). There are 128 auxiliary fields are defined by

D−ψα̇+ := Gα̇ . (6.6)

In this case the full non-linear theory still has SO(16) symmetry as we shall see.

6.1 Maximal SYM with (8, 1) supersymmetry

As noted above, in order to accommodate a gauge field it is necessary to reduce the
R-symmetry group form SO(8) to Spin(7). We shall use a = 1, . . . , 8 to denote a
Spin(7) spinor index and i = 1, . . . , 7 to denote an SO(7) vector index. The con-
straints on the superspace field strength tensor are

Fa+,b+ = F−− = 0, (6.7)

while the scalar superfield Wa is equal to Fa+,−. From the Bianchi identities we find

F++,+ = −iψ+
F−−,a+ = −iψa− (6.8)

F++,−− = 1

8
∇a+ψa− = −∇−ψ+,

and

∇a+Wb = δabψ+ + ∇[a+Wb]
(6.9)∇−Wa = ψa−.
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However, these constraints do not completely define the desired multiplet; it is neces-
sary to impose a secondary constraint [60]

∇[a+Wb] = (γ i )abλi+, (6.10)

where γi denotes the gamma matrices for Spin(7), so thatψ+ andλi+ together give the
eight left-moving physical fermions. The auxiliary fields are defined by Gi := ∇−λi+;
there are only seven as the field count is completed by the off-shell gauge field.

The solution to these constraints is easy enough to find at the linearised level; in
fact, one needs two prepotentials,�i−7 which has dimension − 5

2 , and M−6 which has
dimension −3.

6.2 Maximal supergravity in D = 2 with (16, 1) supersymmetry

The theory will be described in a curved superspace. The structure group is taken to
be Spin(1, 1) × SO(16), reflecting the fact that the tangent bundle splits into even
and odd components. A set of basis forms is given by E A := (Ea, Eα+, E−), with
Ea = (E++, E−−). The index α = 1 . . . 16 is a vector index for SO(16) while
the pluses and minuses denote Spin(1, 1) representations. We introduce a connection
one-form �A

B taking its values in spin(1, 1) ⊕ so(16). The non-zero components
of the connection are

�++++ = 2A

�−−−− = −2A
(6.11)

�−− = −A

�α+β+ = �α
β + δα

β A,

where A is the Lorentzian connection and �αβ is the so(16) connection. The curva-
ture two-form RA

B has a similar decomposition; we denote the Lorentz curvature by
F and the so(16) curvature by Rαβ . The torsion and curvature tensors are defined in
the usual manner

T A = DE A := d E A + E B�B
A

(6.12)
RA

B := d�A
B +�A

C�C
B .

The Bianchi identities are

DT A − E B RB
A = 0

(6.13)
DRA

B = 0.

It is worth noting that there are no Dragon identities in d = 1, 2, in particular, the
curvature tensor is not determined in terms of the torsion from the Bianchi identities.
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The physical fields of the supergravity multiplet consist of 128 scalars and 128
spinors which we shall assume to be described by an SO(16)\E8 sigma model.
A basis for the Lie algebra e8 can be split into a set of so(16) generators Mαβ = −Mβα

together with a set of 128 coset generators NI transforming under one of the two Weyl
spinor representations of spin(16). The e8 algebra is given by

[Mαβ,Mγ δ] = 4δ[α [γ Mβ]δ]

[Mαβ, NI ] = (�αβ)I
J N j (6.14)

[NI , NJ ] = k(�αβ)I J Mαβ,

where �α denotes the Spin(16) sigma matrices, �αβ := �[α�β], and the number k
is a real constant. The sigma model is formulated in terms of an element V of E8. The
Maurer–Cartan form � splits into an e8-valued component P and an so(16)-valued
component which will be identified with the so(16) part of the superspace connection,

� = dV V−1 := P +�, (6.15)

The fact that d�+�2 = 0 implies that

D P = 0
(6.16)

R = −P2,

where R := 1
2 RαβMαβ .

To analyse the above equations we shall assume that only the fields of the off-shell
supergravity multiplet are present and then check the Bianchi identities to ensure that
the system is consistent. In addition to the scalars, contained in V , and the spinors,
there is also a set of dimension-one auxiliary scalars G I ′ , where the primed index
denotes the second Weyl spinor representation of spin(16).

The only non-zero components of the dimension-zero torsion are

Tα+,β+++ = −2iδαβ
(6.17)

T−,−−− = −2i,

where here, and below, commas are used to separate indices. At dimension one-half
all components of the torsion must vanish as the spinor fields transform according
to the spinor representations of Spin(16). On the other hand, the dimension one-half
components of P are given by

Pα+I = i(�α)I J ′�+J ′
(6.18)

P−I = i�−.
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The second of these equations is a definition, but the first is a constraint. Using (6.18)
in the identity D P = 0 at dimension one one finds

∇α+�+ = �αP++, ∇−�α+ = G
(6.19)∇α+�− = −�αG, ∇−�− = P−−,

where ∇ denotes the covariant derivative with respect to both groups. In (6.19) the
SO(16) spinor indices are not explicitly indicated, and we shall use this convention
in the following whenever there is no possibility of confusion.

At dimension one the SO(16) curvature is determined as a bilinear in the sigma
model fields by the Maurer–Cartan equation, and we may choose Tab

c = 0. We can
then complete the determination of the dimension-one torsion by means of the first
Bianchi identity. The non-zero dimension-one torsions are found to be:

T++,β+γ+ = ik A++βγ

T−−,β+γ+ = −ik A−−βγ
(6.20)

T++,−γ+ = −2ik Bγ

T−−,β+− = 2ik Bβ,

where A and B are given in (6.22). The non-zero dimension-one curvatures are

Fα+,− = −2k Bα
Rα+,β+,γ δ = 2k

(
4δ(α[γ A++β)δ] − δαβ A++γ δ

)
(6.21)

Rα+,−,γ δ = −2k Bαγ δ − 4kδα[γ Bδ]
R−,−,γ δ = −2k A−−γ δ.

The bilinears A and B are

A++αβ = �+�αβ�+
A−−αβ = �−�αβ�−

(6.22)
Bα = �+�α�−

Bαβγ = �+�αβγ�−.

The dimension-three-halves torsions are

T++,−−α+ := �α+ = 2k(P−−�α�+ − G�α�−)
T++,−−− := �− = −2k(P++�− + G�+), (6.23)
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while the non-zero dimension-three-halves curvatures are

F−−,α+ = −i�+
α

F++,− = −i�−

R++,β+,γ δ = 2ik P++�γδ�β�+
(6.24)

R−−,β+,γ δ = 2ik P−−�γδ�β�+
R++,−,γ δ = 2ik P++�γδ�−
R−−,−,γ δ = 2ik P−−�γδ�−

Finally, at dimension two, the curvatures are

F++,−− = 2k

(
P++ P−− + ∇++�−�− + ∇−−�+�+ + G2 − 1

4
A++αβ A−−αβ

)

R++,−−,γ δ = 2k P++�γδP−−. (6.25)

We have explicitly checked that the Bianchi identities are satisfied up to and
including those at dimension two. It is worthwhile pointing out that some of the con-
straints imposed on the torsion at dimension one-half partially determine the dimension
one-half SO(16) connection, while this quantity is also completely specified by the
Maurer–Cartan equation for the sigma model. It is not obvious that these two con-
straints are compatible but the fact that the Bianchis are satisfied confirms that they
are. Indeed, to verify the dimension-two Bianchi identities it is necessary to make use
of some lengthy SO(16) �-matrix gymnastics.

It will be seen from the above results that the only independent component fields
are those of the off-shell supergravity multiplet, the Lorentzian curvatures being deter-
mined in terms of them as composites. Since the two-dimensional zweibein is pure
gauge up to a conformal factor it follows that the latter is determined in terms of
the sigma model fields, and similarly for the gravitini. This implies that the formal-
ism presented here is not superconformal. If desired one could remedy this situation
by making a super-Weyl transformation, but this would also have an effect on the
Maurer–Cartan equation.

Finally, it is easy to use the above formalism to derive the action. The Lorentzian
curvature F is a closed two-form which has the right dimension to be a Lagrangian
two-form in the ectoplasm approach [64,65]. The action is given by

S =
∫

d2x εµνFµν(x, 0); (6.26)

its invariance under local supersymmetry transformations follows from the fact that
F is closed as a superform. If this is rewritten in a preferred basis the leading term
in the Lagrangian is given by the determinant of the component zweibein multiplied
by the leading component (in a theta-expansion) of F++,−−. The latter is given in the
first equation in (3.12) which we see has the correct form for a sigma model action.
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6.3 Discussion

We have seen that the constraints to the (8, 1) off-shell version of maximal SYM can
be solved at the linearised level; provided that this solution can be extended to the full
theory, we would expect to be able to use the standard superspace non-renormalisation
theorems in this theory. It is not difficult to see that it is not possible to construct the
one-half F4 BPS invariant as an integral over the full 9 odd dimensional superspace
involving only the background potentials and gauge fields. Moreover, one can lift
the D = 2 analysis given here to higher dimensions at the cost of manifest Lorentz
covariance.

In the (16, 1)version of maximal supergravity things are slightly different. Although
one would expect to be able to solve the constraints straightforwardly, the analysis
does not lift to higher dimensions quite so easily. This is due to extra off-shell degrees
of freedom which are not present in the special case of D = 2. So more work remains
to be done in this case, but there does not seem to be any fundamental obstruc-
tion to formulating maximal supergravity theories with seventeen supersymmetries in
higher-dimensional spacetimes. Provided that this programme can be implemented,
one would again conclude that one-half BPS invariants are forbidden as counter-
terms.

7 The algebraic method

As we shall now see, it is also possible to derive essentially equivalent non-renormal-
isation theorems making use of the full non-linear supersymmetry Ward identities9

Since the full supersymmetry closes only modulo the classical equations of motion,
it has often been dubbed “on-shell” supersymmetry. In addition to being nonlinear,
the lack of off-shell closure seriously complicates the analysis of the related Ward
identities. But, using the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism, it is still possible [66]. The
basis of the method was first derived in [42,43] in the context of N = 2 and N = 4
super-Yang–Mills theory in four dimensions. We will follow a more modern version of
the method which does not involve the use of twisted variables [45]. For this purpose,
one considers the quantum field theory in component formalism; then the non-linear
supersymmetry Ward identities become Ward identities which require one to introduce
sources for the supersymmetry transformations of the fields.

The algebraic renormalisation proof goes in two main steps. The first step consists
in using the Callan–Symanzik equation to relate the beta function corresponding to
the first logarithmic divergence for a given counterterm operator to the anomalous
dimension describing the mixing of that operator with the classical Lagrangian oper-
ator, both considered as local operator insertions into the generating functional of
1PI diagrams. The second step consists in using the descent equations of the super-
symmetry Ward identities in order to relate the mixing under renormalisation of various

9 These should perhaps more properly be called Slavnov–Taylor identities since we will also encompass
gauge theories. But we will refer to them here generically as Ward identities.
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operators within the same chain of operators. The basic result is that any counterterms
in the supermultiplet of a 1

2 BPS operator defines an irreducible cocycle of the descent
equations. The classical action of maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory cor-
responds to the only such cocycle that stops at form-degree D − 5, and, as such, all
the counterterms associated to 1

2 BPS operators are protected in maximally super-
symmetric Yang–Mills theories. It turns out that super Yang–Mills counterterms are
forbidden by the supersymmetry Ward identities if and only if they are associated to
1
2 BPS operators. As we will see, the same argument extends to the case of maximal
supergravity in four dimensions, and gives the result that the three-loop invariant is not
allowed by the supersymmetry Ward identities. The extension of our understanding
of the length of the cocycle in Yang–Mills theory to Einstein theory suggests that the
D = 4 three-loop invariant is the only supersymmetry invariant that can be shown to
be disallowed by the Ward identity using this method. Since all counterterms that are
not disallowed by Ward identities usually correspond to actual divergences if these are
otherwise allowed by power counting, the hypothetical finiteness of maximal super-
gravity would require the existence of some yet undiscovered hidden mechanism of
the theory.

As far as is known at present, the algebraic method and the background field
method in superspace give the same divergence predictions. However, we have not
completely proven that the cohomology of the cocycles in maximally supersym-
metric supergravity does not have some very peculiar behaviour that could give
stronger results. Note that the computation of the representative cocycles in super-
gravity is essentially the same as that of the “ectoplasmic” cocycle [64,65] in su-
perspace. The key statement translates in this language into the property that the
component of the superform associated to a counterterm of lowest degree on the
body must be of higher degree than the one associated to the classical action. Nev-
ertheless, some components of the superforms vanish in the Wess–Zumino gauge
of the component formalism, and it is not yet clear how this would affect the
cohomology.

In order to handle the supersymmetry Ward identities, it turns out to be very useful
to introduce commuting spinors. This permits one to restrict the number of sources by
defining the supersymmetry transformations via a nilpotent differential as in the case
of the BRST formalism. In a supersymmetric gauge theory, the non-linear represen-
tation of the supersymmetry algebra on the fields closes only up to field-dependent
gauge transformations. J. Dixon solved this problem by introducing a single extended
BRST operator for both supersymmetry and gauge transformations [67,68]. However,
in order to distinguish the Ward identities associated to rigid symmetries of the the-
ory from the BRST symmetry associated to gauge symmetry, we prefer to introduce
distinct operators. This requires the introductions of extra fields in the theory, the
so-called shadow fields [69].

The basis of the algebraic renormalisation method is the quantum action principle,
which states that the derivative of the 1PI generating functional � with respect to a
source or a parameter is equal to the insertion of a local functional into the 1PI gen-
erating functional [70]. The theorem is also valid for a Slavnov–Taylor like operator,
that is, a quadratic functional operator containing one derivative with respect to a field
and another with respect to a source.
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∂

∂λ
� =

[∫
d Dx Fλ(ϕ, ∂ϕ) · �

] ∫
d Dx

δ�

δϕ(x)

δ�

δV (x)
=

[∫
d Dx A(ϕ, ∂ϕ) · �

]

(7.1)

This permits one to prove that the derivatives of the 1PI generating functional with
respect to either the coupling constant g or to the renormalisation scale µ entering the
renormalisation group equation are given at first order and up to BRST-exact terms
by local functionals of the fields invariant under the action of the classical non-linear
supersymmetry. This is almost all that we really need to prove our non-renormalisa-
tion theorem, and therefore we will not introduce explicitly here all the sources and
the Slavnov–Taylor operators, although their introduction was necessary to prove the
above lemma.

Before studying the theories that we are interested in, we will illustrate the formal-
ism by a simple example, namely the massless Wess–Zumino model in four dimensions
with one single supermultiplet. In this case, we will introduce all the needed sources
and we will write down explicitly the Ward identities.

7.1 A simple example: the Wess–Zumino model

The supermultiplet of the theory is composed of one scalar field φ, one pseudo-scalar
φ5, and a Majorana spinor λ. We use the convention that γ5

2 = −1. Although one can
define a linear realisation of supersymmetry on these fields by introducing auxiliary
fields, we will not do so here in order to exhibit the fact that the absence of auxiliary
fields is not an obstacle within the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism. For simplicity, we
will omit mass terms from the WZ model.

We renormalise the fields by a factor linear in the coupling constant g, in such a
way that the supersymmetry transformations do not depend upon g. They are given
by

δφ = (ελ) δφ5 = (εγ5λ)
(7.2)

δλ = −i/∂(φ + φ5γ5)ε + 1

2
(φ + φ5γ5)

2ε

We introduce the associated action

� = − 1

2g2

∫
d4x

(
∂µφ∂

µφ+∂µφ5∂
µφ5+i

(
λ/∂λ

)+(
λφλ

)−(
λφ5γ5λ

)+ 1

4

(
φ2+φ2

5

)2
)

+
∫

d4x
(
φ(Q) (ελ)+ φ

(Q)
5 (εγ5λ)−

(
λ
(Q) [−i/∂(φ + φ5γ5)+ 1

2 (φ + φ5γ5)
2] ε))

+ g2

4

∫
d4x(εγ µε)

(
λ
(Q)
γµλ

(Q)
)

(7.3)

where the fields with a (Q) superscript are sources for the supersymmetry transfor-
mations of the fields and ε is a commuting Majorana spinor parameter. This action
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satisfies the Ward identity

∫
d4x

(
δR�

δφ

δL�

δφ(Q)
+ δR�

δφ5

δL�

δφ
(Q)
5

+ δR�

δλ

δL�

δλ
(Q)

)
= 0 (7.4)

In the absence of a non-trivial anomaly, which is the case for supersymmetry, one can
prove that there exists a renormalisation scheme such that the quantum generating
functional of 1PI graphs also satisfies the supersymmetry Ward identity.

Although there is no gauge invariance in the Wess–Zumino model, it is nonetheless
useful to introduce a BRST operator. This is trivial at the classical level, but it permits
one to define the one-to-one correspondence between the BRST cohomology classes
of local functionals of fields in the functional formalism and the composite operators
in the operator formalism. Indeed, the fields in the functional formalism are arbitrary
whereas the operators in the operator formalism satisfy the equations of motion. The
linearised Slavnov–Taylor operator of a theory without gauge invariance defines the
Kozul–Tate differential associated to the equations of motion, and its cohomology is
isomorphic to the set of functionals of the fields satisfying the equations of motion
[71].

In order to define consistently the two needed Ward identities, one introduces
sources for each field with respect to its supersymmetry transformation, its BRST
transformation, and also the successive action of the supersymmetry and the BRST
transformation.

The supersymmetry Ward identity finally reads

S(Q)(�) ≡
∫

d4x

(
δR�

δφ

δL�

δφ(Q)
+ δR�

δφ5

δL�

δφ
(Q)
5

+ δR�

δλ

δL�

δλ
(Q) − φ(s)

δL�

δφ(Qs)

− φ
(s)
5
δL�

δφ
(Qs)
5

− λ
(s) δ

L�

δλ
(Qs)

)
= 0 (7.5)

Note that the additive source component in this identity is completely trivial in this
case since there is no gauge invariance in the model. Nevertheless, these additional
sources can appear if we consider insertions of composite operators.

In this framework, the Ward identity requires the logarithmic divergences to be left
invariant by the linearised supersymmetry Slavnov–Taylor operator

S(Q)|� ≡
∫

d4x

(
δR�

δφ

δL

δφ(Q)
+ δR�

δφ5

δL

δφ
(Q)
5

+ δR�

δλ

δL

δλ
(Q) − δR�

δφ(Q)

δL

δφ
− δR�

δφ
(Q)
5

δL

δφ

− δR�

δλ(Q)

δL

δλ
− φ(s)

δL

δφ(Qs)
− φ

(s)
5

δL

δφ
(Qs)
5

− λ
(s) δL

δλ
(Qs)

)
(7.6)

Although we have not introduced auxiliary fields, the combinations of parameters and
sources g2

(
ελ(Q)

)
and g2

(
εγ5λ

(Q)
)

behave like auxiliary fields with respect to the
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linearised Slavnov–Taylor operator

S(Q)|�g2 (
ελ(Q)

) = − (ε[i/∂ + φ − φ5γ5]λ)
S(Q)|�g2 (

εγ5λ
(Q)

) = − (εγ5[i/∂ + φ − φ5γ5]λ)
S(Q)|�φ = (ελ) S(Q)|�φ5 = (εγ5λ)

S(Q)|�λ = −i/∂(φ + φ5γ5)ε + 1

2
(φ + φ5γ5)

2ε + g2 (
ελ(Q)

)
ε

+ g2 (
εγ5λ

(Q)
)
γ5ε (7.7)

with S(Q)|�2 = −i(εγ µε)∂µ. This property extends to the case for which one cannot
define a linear realisation of supersymmetry by the introduction of auxiliary fields.
The right count of degrees of freedom is then enforced by the constraints on the
combinations of sources and commuting spinor parameters as implied by the Fierz
identities [45].

The linearised Slavnov–Taylor operator is similarly defined as

S(s)|� ≡
∫

d4x

(
δR�

δφ

δL

δφ(s)
+ δR�

δφ5

δL

δφ
(s)
5

+ δR�

δλ

δL

δλ
(s) − δR�

δφ(s)

δL

δφ
− δR�

δφ
(s)
5

δL

δφ

− δR�

δλ(s)

δL

δλ
+ φ(Q)

δL

δφ(Qs)
+ φ

(Q)
5

δL

δφ
(Qs)
5

+ λ
(Q) δ

L

δλ
(Qs)

)
(7.8)

Any functional of the physical fields alone (i.e. any functional not depending on the
sources) is then trivially BRST invariant, and any functional of the fields linear in the
equation of motions can be written as a BRST-exact functional with respect to the lin-
earised BRST Slavnov–Taylor operator so that it does not appear in the set of physical
observables. The precise statement is that the insertion of a BRST-exact functional
in the 1PI generating functionals vanishes once the equations of motion of the fields
have been enforced.

The Callan–Symanzik functional operator C acts as the derivative with respect to
the renormalisation scale d

dµ as follows

C ≡ ∂

∂µ
+ β

∂

∂g
+ γφ

∫
d4x

(
φ
δL

δφ
− φ(Q)

δL

δφ(Q)
− φ(s)

δL

δφ(s)
− φ(Qs) δL

δφ(Qs)

)

+ γφ5

∫
d4x

(
φ5
δL

δφ5
− φ

(Q)
5

δL

δφ
(Q)
5

− φ
(s)
5

δL

δφ
(s)
5

− φ
(Qs)
5

δL

δφ
(Qs)
5

)

− γλ

∫
d4x

(
λ
δL

δλ
− λ

(Q) δ
L

δλ
(Q) − λ

(s) δ
L

δλ
(s) − λ

(Qs) δ
L

δλ
(Qs)

)
(7.9)

where the terms including sources are fixed by the condition that on any functional

S(Q)|F CF − CS(Q)(F ) = 0 S(s)|F CF − CS(s)(F ) = 0 (7.10)
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By virtue of the quantum action principle, the derivative of the 1PI generating func-
tional with respect to the coupling constant is given by the insertion of a local functional
of canonical dimension four10 into �. Then using the supersymmetry Ward identity,
one has

0 = S(Q)|�
∂�

∂g
− ∂

∂g
S(Q)(�) = S(Q)|�

∂�

∂g
= 0 (7.11)

By uniqueness of the supersymmetry invariant, one gets that

∂�

∂g
= −2 a(g)

g3

[∫
d4xL(c) · �

]
+ S(s)|�

[
Ψ(1) · �]

(7.12)

where a(g) is a formal series in g2 of the form a(g) = 1 + O(g2), L(c) is the density
associated to the classical action which is left invariant by the linearised Slavnov–
Taylor operator up to a pure divergence,

L(c) = −
(

1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ + 1

2
∂µφ5∂

µφ5 + i

2

(
λ/∂λ

) + 1

2

(
λφλ

) − 1

2

(
λφ5γ5λ

)

+ 1

8

(
φ2 + φ2

5

)2
)

+ g4

4

(
ελ(Q)

)2 + g4

4

(
εγ5λ

(Q)
)2 + 1

4
∂µ∂

µ
(
φ2 + φ2

5

)

− ig2

2
∂µ

(
εγ µ[φ − φ5γ5]λ(Q)

)
(7.13)

and the last term corresponds to trivial terms in the sources which could also con-
tribute. Note that we have added pure divergence terms in L(c) which will become
meaningful later on.

Let us now consider the commutator of the derivative with respect to the coupling
constant and the Callan–Symanzik operator

[
C, ∂
∂g

]
= −∂β

∂g

∂

∂g
− ∂γφ

∂g

∫
d4x

(
φ
δL

δφ
− φ(Q)

δL

δφ(Q)
− φ(s)

δL

δφ(s)
− φ(Qs) δ

L

δφ(Qs)

)

−∂γφ5

∂g

∫
d4x

(
φ5
δL

δφ5
− φ

(Q)
5

δL

δφ
(Q)
5

− φ
(s)
5
δL

δφ
(s)
5

− φ
(Qs)
5

δL

δφ
(Qs)
5

)

+∂γλ
∂g

∫
d4x

(
λ
δL

δλ
− λ

(Q) δ
L

δλ
(Q) − λ

(s) δ
L

δλ
(s) − λ

(Qs) δ
L

δλ
(Qs)

)
. (7.14)

10 This follows from the fact that the theory is strictly renormalisable. If there were a mass term, the
corresponding insertion would be of canonical dimension less than or equal to four.
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Applying this to � we get

[
C , ∂

∂g

]
� = −∂β

∂g

∂�

∂g
+ S(s)|�S(Q)|�

∫
d4x

(
γφφφ

(Qs) + γφ5φ5φ
(Qs)
5 − γλλλ

(Qs)
)

= ∂β

∂g

2 a(g)

g3

[∫
d4xL(c) · �

]
+ S(s)|�

[
Ψ(2) · �]

(7.15)

On the other hand, making use of the Callan–Symanzik equation

C � = 0 (7.16)

one gets

[
C, ∂
∂g

]
� = −β ∂

∂g

(
2a(g)

g3

) [∫
d4xL(c) · �

]
− 2a(g)

g3 C
[∫

d4xL(c) · �
]

+ S(s)|�
[
Ψ(1) · �]

(7.17)

Again by uniqueness of the supersymmetry invariant L(c),

C
[∫

d4xL(c) · �
]

= γ (2)
[∫

d4xL(c) · �
]

+ S(s)|�
[
Ψ(3) · �]

(7.18)

where γ (2) is the anomalous dimension of the composite operator L(c) corresponding
to its diagonal renormalisation by itself. Using the fact that this insertion is not trivial
one finally gets from (7.15), (7.17) and (7.18) taken together that

∂

∂g

(
β

a(g)

g3

)
= −γ (2) a(g)

g3 (7.19)

This differential equation is the first main step of the proof; it relates the β function and
the anomalous dimension of the Lagrange density considered as a composite operator
insertion.

We will now relate this anomalous dimension to that of a chiral operator by use of
the descent equations. One verifies that

S(Q)|� L(c) = ∂µL(c)
µ (7.20)

with

L(c)
µ =−i

2

(
εγµ

[
−i/∂(φ+φ5γ5)+ 1

2
(φ−φ5γ5)

2 − g2 (
ελ(Q)

)+g2 (
εγ5λ

(Q)
)
γ5

])

+ 1

2
∂µ (ε[φ + φ5γ5]λ)− ig2

4
(εγ νε)

(
λγνγµλ

(Q)
)− ig2

2

(
εγµ[φ−φ5γ5]δ

L�

δλ

)

+ ∂ν
(
εγµν[φ + φ5γ5]λ

)
(7.21)
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where we have added a pure divergence in order to get an irreducible solution of the
next descent equation

S(Q)|� L(c)
µ = −i(εγµε)L(c) + ∂νL(c)

νµ (7.22)

that is

L(c)
µν = −1

2

(
ε[φ + γ5φ5]3ε

)
. (7.23)

By irreducible we mean that we cannot use the freedom in the choice of L(c) and L(c)
µ

in order to cancel this last component. L(c)
µν satisfies the last descent equation

S(Q)|� L(c)
µν = −i(εγµε)L(c)

ν + i(εγνε)L(c)
µ . (7.24)

Note that the usual complex chiral scalar fields can be defined such that

� ≡ φ + iφ5 �̄ ≡ φ − iφ5 (7.25)

in terms of which

L(c)
µν = −1

2

(
ε+γµνε+

)
�3 − 1

2

(
ε−γµνε−

)
�̄3. (7.26)

Let us define the extended form

L̃(c) ≡ 1

24
εµνσρL(c)dxµ∧dxν∧dxσ∧dxρ − 1

6
εµνσ

ρ L(c)
ρ dxµ∧dxν∧dxσ

+ 1

2
εµν

σρL(c)
σρdxµ∧dxν . (7.27)

Then the descent equations can be written in closed form as

(
d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε)

)
L̃(c) = 0 (7.28)

where (d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε)) defines a nilpotent differential which extends at the
quantum level to

(
d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε)

)2 = 0. (7.29)

In order to understand this we must introduce sources for the various composite oper-
ators defining the cocycle. The minimal way to consider the coupling of the Lagrange
density to a source, preserving the supersymmetry Ward identity, is in fact to couple
the whole set of forms defining the corresponding cocycle.

�[u] = � +
∫ (

u L(c)
4 + u1 ∧L(c)

3 + u2 ∧L(c)
2

) + O(u2). (7.30)
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Since the density L(c)
4 depends explicitly on the sources, it is necessary to add terms

quadratic in the sources in order for the action to be a solution of the Ward identity.
Nevertheless, we are only interested in insertions of one single composite operator in
this discussion, and these higher order terms can thus be disregarded. It is actually
convenient to define the extended form source ũ ≡ u + u1 + u2, in such way that the
coupling to the sources can be written

�[u] = � +
∫

ũ ∧L̃(c) + O(ũ2) (7.31)

with the Berezin prescription that only the form of maximal degree 4 of the wedge
product ũ ∧L̃(c) gives rise to a non-zero integral. One has to define the transforma-
tions of the sources by the action of the linearised Ward identity in such way that the
complete action coupled to the sources still satisfies the Ward identity

S(Q)(�[u]) =
∫ (

S(Q)|� ũ ∧L̃(c) − ũ ∧
(
d + ii(εγ ε)

) L̃(c)
)

+ O(ũ2) (7.32)

Integrating by part the right-hand-side of (7.32), one obtains that the sources must
transform as a cocycle

(d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε))ũ = 0 (7.33)

It follows that in order for the Callan–Symanzik operator to commute with S(Q), the
whole cocycle L(c) can only mix with extended forms that also define a cocycle of the
extended differential.

If the 4-component of a cocycle of this differential is zero, one can show that the
whole cocycle is trivial by use of the algebraic Poincaré lemma. Since L(c) defines the
unique supersymmetric density, it follows that all the cocycles are cohomologically
equivalent to L̃(c).

We thus conclude that

C
[
L̃(c) · �

]
= γ (2)

[
L̃(c) · �

]
+

(
d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε)

) [
�̃ · �

]
(7.34)

Since the commuting spinors are just parameters, it follows that the anomalous dimen-
sion of the Lagrange density γ (2) is also the anomalous dimension γ�3 of the dimension
three chiral operator �3

C
[
�3 · �

]
= γ�3

[
�3 · �

]
. (7.35)

We have thus derived within the component formalism the well known result that the
β function of the Wess–Zumino model is related to the anomalous dimension of the
chiral operator �3

∂

∂g

(
β

a(g)

g3

)
= −γ�3

a(g)

g3 (7.36)
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Table 2 Loop orders of
anticipated logarithmic
divergences for various BPS
operators.

Dimension D 5 6 7 8 10

I 1
2
, I ′

1
2

→ IK , I 1
4

n(½¼) 2 1 ∅ ∅ ∅
S → I 1

2
, I ′

1
2

n(½) 4 2 ∅ 1 ∅
S → IK , I 1

4
n(¼) 6 3 2 ∅ 1

In fact we know from the superspace non-renormalisation theorem that both the β
function and γ�3 are zero. Let us only assume that γ�3 = 0 has been proven to be
zero. Then using the form of the β function β = β1g3 + O(g5), and the fact that the
formal series a(g) = 1 + O(g2) can be inverted, we obtain that

β = a(g)−1g3β1 (7.37)

It then follows from the one-loop computation that β = 0 at all order in perturbation
theory.

So far, the reader might be excused for thinking that this procedure is a rather
involved formalism for proving results which have been known for many years.
However, as we shall see in the following, this method extends nicely to strictly
non-renormalisable theories and will provide non-trivial results for maximal super
Yang–Mills and maximal supergravity.

7.2 Supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory in higher dimensions

Now that we have explained the strategy in a simple model, let us consider a class of
non-renormalisable theories, namely maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory
in higher dimensions. We will renormalize the fields by multiplication with the cou-
pling constant g in such way that these new fields have canonical dimension one (or
3
2 for the fermions) as in four dimensions. We define n(½) as the loop order at which
the counterterms associated to 1

2 BPS invariants I 1
2

and I ′
1
2

can occur as logarithmic

divergences in D dimensional spacetime. In the same way n(¼) will be the correspond-
ing loop order for the logarithmic divergences associated to the invariants IK and I 1

4
,

while n(½¼) will be the loop order at which these latter invariants can be needed to
renormalize insertions of the 1

2 BPS invariants (Table 2).
The logarithmic divergences have the property of introducing a dependance of

the renormalized coupling constants on the unphysical renormalization scale µ. It
is convenient to redefine the dimensionful coupling constants in term of dimension-
less parameters by rescaling them by appropriate powers of µ. We will nevertheless
consider the dimensionful coupling constants, but with a dependence on the renor-
malization scale given at tree level by their canonical dimensions. The logarithmic
divergences will modify perturbatively this dependence.

We consider the classical action

� = 1

g2 S + z(½) I 1
2

+ z′
(½) I

′
1
2

+ z(k) IK + z(¼) I 1
4

+ · · · (7.38)
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where the · · · stand for higher order counterterms, completions of the considered
counterterms as well as the gauge-fixing action and the source terms for the BRST
and supersymmetry transformations.

Power counting and supersymmetry constrain the renormalization scale dependence
of the renormalized coupling constants as follows

µ
dg

dµ
= 4 − D

2
g

µ
dz(½)
dµ

= (D − 8)z(½) + β(½)g
2(n(½)−1)

µ
dz′

(½)

dµ
= (D − 8)z′

(½) + β ′
(½)g

2(n(½)−1) (7.39)

µ
dz(k)
dµ

= (D − 10)z(k) + β(k)g
2(n(¼)−1) + β(½k)z(½)g

2n(½¼) + β(½′k)z
′
(½)g

2n(½¼)

µ
dz(¼)
dµ

= (D − 10)z(¼)+β(¼)g2(n(¼)−1)+β(½¼)z(½)g
2n(½¼)+β(½′¼)z

′
(½)g

2n(½¼)

where the β parameters are dimensionless constants that can be computed perturbat-
ively. For instance, if one uses dimensional regularization in the minimal scheme,
they occur as the coefficients of simple poles in ε of the four point functions. These
equations can be easily solved, and give the renormalization scale dependence of the
renormalized coupling constants exactly:

g(µ) = g(1)µ
4−D

2

z(½)(µ) = g(µ)2(n(½)−1) (z̄(½) + β(½) lnµ
)

z′
(½)(µ) = g(µ)2(n(½)−1) (z̄′

(½) + β ′
(½) lnµ

)
z(k)(µ) = g(µ)2(n(¼)−1) (z̄(k) +

(
β(k) + β(½k) z̄(½) + β(½′k) z̄

′
(½)

)
lnµ (7.40)

+1

2

(
β(½k)β(½) + β(½′k)β

′
(½)

)
ln2 µ

)

z(¼)(µ) = g(µ)2(n(¼)−1) (z̄(¼) +
(
β(¼) + β(½¼) z̄(½) + β(½′¼) z̄

′
(½)

)
lnµ

+1

2

(
β(½¼)β(½)+β(½′¼)β

′
(½)

)
ln2 µ

)
.

These solutions exhibit the well known fact that the theory is ill-defined in the
ultra-violet limit.

The Callan–Symanzik functional operator acts on any functional F of the fields as
the derivative with respect to the renormalisation scale d

dµ , that is

CF = µ
∂F

∂µ
+ 4 − D

2
g
∂F

∂g
+

(
(D − 8)z(½) + β(½)g

2(n(½)−1)
) ∂F

∂z(½)

+
(
(D − 8)z′

(½) + β ′
(½)g

2(n(½)−1)
) ∂F

∂z′
(½)

+
(
(D − 10)z(k) + β(k)g

2(n(¼)−1)
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+ β(½k)z(½)g
2n(½¼) + β(½′k)z

′
(½)g

2n(½¼)

) ∂F
∂z(k)

+
(
(D − 10)z(¼) + β(¼)g

2(n(¼)−1)

+ β(½¼)z(½)g
2n(½¼) + β(½′¼)z

′
(½)g

2n(½¼)

) ∂F

∂z(¼)
+ · · · (7.41)

where the · · · stand for terms involving partial derivatives with respect to higher-order
coupling constants or for field and gauge parameter anomalous dimensions that can
be written as BRST-exact terms and which will be disregarded. The independence of
the generating functional of one-particle-irreducible graphs � in the renormalization
scale is equivalent to the Callan–Symanzik equation

C � = 0 (7.42)

We will also consider insertions of composite operators in �. Supersymmetry and
BRST invariance imply that the insertion of the classical action S involves only
supersymmetric functionals as BRST non-trivial counterterms. Power counting then
determines the following action of the Callan–Symanzik functional operator upon the
insertion of the classical action into �

C [S · �] = − [S · �] + γ(½)g
2n(½)

[
I 1

2
· �

]
+ γ ′

(½)g
2n(½)

[
I ′

1
2

· �
]

+ γ(k)g
2n(¼) [IK · �]

+γ(¼)g2n(¼)
[

I 1
4

· �
]

+ (
γ(c½k)z(½) + γ(c½′k)z

′
(½)

)
g2(n(½¼)+1) [IK · �]

+ (
γ(c½¼)z(½) + γ(c½′¼)z

′
(½)

)
g2(n(½¼)+1)

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ · · · (7.43)

where the · · · stand for higher order insertions and BRST-exact insertions. The anom-
alous dimension constants γ have been defined to be dimensionless. We consider also
the insertions of the invariant counterterms, which satisfy

C
[

I 1
2

· �
]

= (8 − D)
[

I 1
2

· �
]

+ γ(½k)g
2n(½¼) [IK · �] + γ(½¼)g

2n(½¼)

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ · · ·

C
[

I ′
1
2

· �
]

= (8 − D)
[

I ′
1
2

· �
]

+ γ(½′k)g
2n(½¼) [IK · �] + γ(½′¼)g

2n(½¼)

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ · · ·

C [IK · �] = (10 − D) [IK · �] + · · ·
C

[
I 1

4
· �

]
= (10 − D)

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ · · · (7.44)

We are also going to need to understand the quantum version of the obvious classical
equation

∂�

∂g
= − 2

g3 S + · · · (7.45)

where · · · stands for terms involving the sources. The quantum action principle implies
that the partial derivative of the 1PI generating functional � with respect to any cou-
pling constant is given by the insertion of a local functional into�. The supersymmetry
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Ward identities and power counting then imply

∂�

∂g
=− 2

g3 [S · �]+a(½)g
2n(½)−3

[
I 1

2
· �

]
+a′

(½)g
2n(½)−3

[
I ′

1
2

· �
]
+a(k)g

2n(¼)−3 [IK · �]

+ a(¼)g
2n(¼)−3

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ (a(c½k)z(½) + a(c½′k)z

′
(½))g

2n(½¼)−1 [IK · �]

+ (a(c½¼)z(½) + a(c½′¼)z
′
(½))g

2n(½¼)−1
[

I 1
4

· �
]

+ · · · (7.46)

In the same way one has

∂�

∂z(½)
=

[
I 1

2
· �

]
+ b(½k)g

2n(½¼) [IK · �] + b(½¼)g
2n(½¼)

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ · · ·

∂�

∂z′
(½)

=
[

I ′
1
2

· �
]

+ b(½′k)g
2n(½¼) [IK · �] + b(½′¼)g

2n(½¼)

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ · · ·

∂�

∂z(k)
= [IK · �] + · · ·

∂�

∂z(¼)
=

[
I 1

4
· �

]
+ · · · (7.47)

Now that we have defined our data, we want to relate the β functions to the corre-
sponding anomalous dimensions. The reason, which will become clear shortly, is that
it will be easier to determine algebraically the properties of the anomalous dimensions
than the properties of the β functions. The relation is obtained by acting on the 1PI
generating functional � with the functional operators defined by the commutators of
the Callan–Symanzik operator with the derivatives with respect to the various coupling
constants. We obtain from the definition (7.41) of the Callan–Symanzik operator that

[
∂

∂g
, C

]

= 4 − D

2

∂

∂g
+ 2(n(½) − 1)β(½)g

2n(½)−3 ∂

∂z(½)
+ 2(n(½) − 1)β ′

(½)g
2n(½)−3 ∂

∂z′
(½)

+
(

2(n(¼)−1)β(k)g
2n(½)−3 + 2n(½¼)β(½k)z(½)g

2n(½¼)−1 + 2n(½¼)β(½′k)z
′
(½)g

2n(½¼)−1
)

× ∂

∂z(k)
+

(
2(n(¼) − 1)β(¼)g

2n(½)−3 + 2n(½¼)β(½¼)z(½)g
2n(½¼)−1

+ 2n(½¼)β(½′¼)z
′
(½)g

2n(½¼)−1
) ∂

∂z(¼)
+ · · · (7.48)

as well as
[
∂

∂z(½)
, C

]
= (D − 8)

∂

∂z(½)
+ β(½k)g

2n(½¼)
∂

∂z(k)
+ β(½¼)g

2n(½¼)
∂

∂z(¼)
+ · · · (7.49)

[
∂

∂z′
(½)

, C
]

= (D − 8)
∂

∂z′
(½)

+ β(½′k)g
2n(½¼)

∂

∂z(k)
+ β(½′¼)g

2n(½¼)
∂

∂z(¼)
+ · · ·
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It follows trivially from the Callan–Symanzik equation that

([
∂

∂g
, C

]
+ C ∂

∂g

)
� = 0 (7.50)

We assume that each independent invariant counterterm (i.e. not BRST equivalent and
thus not equal modulo the equations of motion) defines an independent operator at
the quantum level, in such way that the corresponding insertions into the 1PI gener-
ating functional are linearly independent. The expansion of the Eq. (7.50) gives the
following equations

(n(½) − 1)β(½) = γ(½) (n(½) − 1)β ′
(½) = γ ′

(½)

(n(¼)−1)β(k) + (n(½)−1)b(½k)β(½) + (n(½) − 1)b(½′k)β
′
(½) = γ(k) − a(½)

2
γ(½k) −

a′
(½)

2
γ(½′k)

(n(¼)−1)β(¼) + (n(½)−1)b(½¼)β(½) + (n(½)−1)b(½′¼)β
′
(½) = γ(¼) − a(½)

2
γ(½¼) −

a′
(½)

2
γ(½′¼)

n(½¼)β(½k) = γ(c½k) n(½¼)β(½′k) = γ(c½′k)
n(½¼)β(½¼) = γ(c½¼) n(½¼)β(½′¼) = γ(c½′¼) (7.51)

and the expansions of the equations

([
∂

∂z(½)
, C

]
+ C ∂

∂z(½)

)
� = 0

([
∂

∂z′
(½)

, C
]

+ C ∂

∂z′
(½)

)
� = 0 (7.52)

give that

β(½k) = −γ(½k)

β(½¼) = −γ(½¼)

β(½′k) = −γ(½′k)
β(½′¼) = −γ(½′¼)

(7.53)

The main result is that one can study the β functions for a potential counterterm
via the corresponding anomalous dimensions γ for mixing of the counterterm oper-
ator with the classical Lagrangian operator. Thus, the cancellation of the anomalous
dimensions corresponding to the mixing of the classical Lagrangian with insertions
of I 1

2
and I ′

1
2

implies cancellation of the associated β functions in dimensions five

and six. Similarly, in seven dimensions the cancellation of the anomalous dimensions
corresponding to the mixing of the classical Lagrangian with the insertions IK and I 1

4
would lead to the conclusion that the associated β function vanishes. However it is
known that logarithmic divergences do occur in this case and we will see that in this
case one fails to prove that the corresponding anomalous dimensions vanish. In eight
and ten dimensions, the first potential logarithmic divergences occur at one loop, and
the algebraic renormalisation method does not give any information in these one-loop
cases. Indeed, maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory diverges at one loop in
eight and ten dimensions.
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7.3 Invariant counterterms and the descent equations

We define a commuting supersymmetry parameter ε. On gauge invariant functions of
the fields, the differential εQ is nilpotent modulo a derivative term and the equations
of motion

(εQ)2 = −i(εγ µε)∂µ (7.54)

Thanks to the introduction of the shadow fields as well as sources coupled to the super-
symmetry and BRST transformations of the fields, this differential can be promoted
to a linearised Slavnov–Taylor operator S(Q)|� which verifies this nilpotency exactly
on any field [69]. This is still true if one considers the all-order classical action� with
the all-order supersymmetry transformations.

At the tree level we have in D ≤ 8 dimensions that

S(Q)|� Aµ = i
(
εγµλ

) + Dµc S(Q)|� φ I = −
(
ετ Iλ

)
− [c, φ I ]

S(Q)|� λ =
[
/F + iτI /Dφ

I − τI J [φ I , φ J ]
]
ε − [c, λ] + g2 M(ε)

(
λ(Q) − [λ(Qs), �])

S(Q)|� c = (ετI ε)φ
I − i(εγ µε)Aµ − c2 (7.55)

where the γ µ and the τ I are the gamma matrices associated to Spin(1, D − 1) and
Spin(10− D) respectively. c is the so-called shadow field, which is an anticommuting
scalar field in the adjoint representation of the gauge group. The source dependent term
in the right hand side of the transformation of the fermion field λ is defined in such a
way that S(Q)|� defines a functional representation of the supersymmetry algebra (i.e.
without involving the equations of motion) and

M(ε) ≡ εε − 1

2
(εγ µε)γµ − 1

2
(ετI ε)τ

I (7.56)

The theory is invariant with respect to the U (1) symmetry associated to shadow num-
ber, where S(Q)|� , ε and c have shadow number one, and the fields Aµ, λ and φ I have
shadow number zero.

It is a remarkable fact that this algebra can be derived from the Baulieu–Singer like
extended curvature definition

(d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε)) (A + c)+ (A + c)2 = F + i (εγ1λ)+ (ετI ε)φ
I (7.57)

and its Bianchi identity, implied by the nilpotency of the extended differential (d +
S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε)), by decomposing it with respect to form degree [69]. We use the con-
vention that γp is the p-form obtained as the antisymmetrised product of p gamma

matrices with a factor of
(

1
p!

)2
.

An allowed counterterm is invariant under the action of the linearised Slavnov–
Taylor operator S(Q)|� . It is therefore the integral of a D-form LD which is invariant
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under the action of S(Q)|� modulo a total derivative.

S(Q)|�LD + dLD−1 = 0. (7.58)

Applying S(Q)|� to this equation, we obtain

S(Q)|�2LD + S(Q)|�dLD−1 = −d
(

ii(εγ ε)LD + S(Q)|�LD−1

)
= 0. (7.59)

The algebraic Poincaré lemma implies that the de Rham cohomology restricted to
the considered complex is given by the wedge product of constant forms constructed
from the constant parameter ε and invariant polynomials of the Yang–Mills curva-
ture. We are interested in the non-trivial cocycles of the de Rham cohomology of
extended form degree (i.e. form degree plus shadow number) D and D + 1. The only
non-trivial elements of extended form degree D of the de Rham cohomology within
maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory, are the D-forms invariant polynomi-

als of the Yang–Mills curvature (i.e. tr F
D
2 , tr F

D
2 −2 tr F2 for even D and nothing

otherwise). However there is always a non-trivial cocycle of extended form degree
D + 1 and shadow number 2 in dimensions D > 4. Indeed in ten dimensions, one has
the three 9-forms of shadow number 2

(εγ5ε)∧tr F∧F (εγ1ε)∧tr F∧F∧F∧F (εγ1ε)∧tr F∧F∧tr F∧F (7.60)

The two last do not dimensionally reduce to non-trivial cocycles in D ≤ 8 dimensions
but the first gives rise to a non trivial cocycle in any dimension D > 4.

Except for this special example, we thus obtain from (7.59) that there exists a gauge
invariant LD−2 such that

ii(εγ ε)LD + S(Q)|�LD−1 + dLD−2 = 0. (7.61)

The same operation permits one to define forms of all degrees until Lp = 0 or until
one reaches L0, with the subtlety that they can be of a Chern–Simons-like structure
if S(Q)|�LD−2 generates a non-trivial de Rham cohomology class of the form (7.60).

We define an extended form L̃ of form-degree plus shadow number D as the formal
sum of all the forms LD + LD−1 + LD−2 + · · · ; this extended form then defines a
cocycle of the extended nilpotent differential d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε),

(d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε))L̃ = 0 (7.62)

We consider the cohomology of this extended differential in the complex of extended
forms built from functions of the fields defining non-trivial elements in the cohomol-
ogy of the BRST differential modulo the extended differential itself. This cohomology
is isomorphic to the cohomology of the extended differential d + (εQ)+ ii(εγ ε) in the
complex of gauge-invariant extended form functions of the fields modulo the equations
of motion [71], enlarged by the Chern–Simons-like cochain that can occur owing to
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the non-triviality of the cocycle (7.60). The latter can be derived from the extended
curvature definition (7.57) and the usual Chern–Simons formula11

(d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε))tr

(
(A + c)

(
F + i (εγ1λ)+ (ετI ε)φ

I
)

− 1

3
(A + c)3

)

= tr
(

F + i (εγ1λ)+ (ετI ε)φ
I
)2

(7.63)

Since the action of S(Q)|� on a functional of the physical fields is linear in the super-
symmetry parameter, each local functional of the fields left invariant by supersymmetry
defines a non-trivial cocycle.

Let us consider a cocycle with a vanishing form of maximal form-degree D; the
non-zero form of highest form-degree p < D then verifies dLp = 0. The algebraic
Poincaré lemma then implies that Lp can be written as d�p−1. The next equation then
gives

S(Q)|�d�p−1 + dLp−1 = d
(
Lp−1 − S(Q)|��p−1

)
= 0 (7.64)

in such way that there exists �p−2 such that Lp−1 = S(Q)|��p−1 + d�p−2. One

obtains by iteration a complete extended form �̃ = �p−1 +�p−2 + · · · that defines
an antecedent of the cocycle L̃

L̃ = (d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε))�̃. (7.65)

We thus conclude that the non-trivial cocycles are in one-to-one correspondence with
the supersymmetric counterterms.

We now wish to consider the inclusion of densities corresponding to the possible
invariant counterterms together with corresponding sources in the action, in order to
study their insertions into the 1PI generating functional. Before doing so, it is impor-
tant first to state the property of the Chern–Simons like cochains to be renormalised
only by gauge invariant cochains which are functions of the physical fields. This can be
understood intuitively from the extension of the corresponding result for the ordinary
Chern–Simons function [72] to superspace. In the algebraic method, this can be proven
in the Landau gauge by making use of additional so-called ghost Ward identities [44].
The ghost Ward identities imply that the operators that renormalise the defining oper-
ators of the Chern–Simons-like cochain (7.63) cannot depend on the shadow field c.
Then the Ward identities imply that these operators must in fact be gauge invariant
functions of the physical fields.

We now define an infinite basis of non-trivial solutions L̃(a) associated to each
invariant counterterm Ia . The action of the Callan–Symanzik operator on an insertion
of the cocycle L̃(a) is determined by the supersymmetry Ward identity to be of the

11 Note that the shadow field c plays the role of the gauge potential in the Grassmann odd direction in the
“ectoplasm” formalism.
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form

C
[
L̃(a) · �

]
=

∑
b

γ(a,b)

[
L̃(b) · �

]
+

[
(d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε))ψ̃

(a) · �
]

+ S(s)|�
[
�(a) · �]

(7.66)

in such a way that the renormalisation of each component of the cocycle is related to
the renormalisations of all the other components of the cocycle.

One must, however, take care of the fact that the transformations of the sources
under the action of the linearised Slavnov–Taylor operator may be modified by quan-
tum corrections. These modifications occur in perturbation theory as anomalies in the
supersymmetry Ward identity which are linear in the sources.

S(Q)(�[u]) = g2(nA−1)
∫

ũ ∧�̃+ O(g2nA) (7.67)

The consistency conditions then imply that �̃ defines a cocycle of form-degree plus
shadow number equal to (D + 1),

(d + S(Q)|� + ii(εγ ε))�̃ = 0. (7.68)

If �̃ turns out to be trivial, then the anomaly can be absorbed into an appropriate
non-invariant counterterm. In the same way that non trivial cocycles of form-degree
plus shadow number D are in one-to-one correspondence with the invariant counter-
terms, the non-trivial cocycles of form-degree plus shadow number (D + 1) are in
one-to-one correspondence with the non-trivial anomalies of supersymmetry,—these
would be local functionals linear in ε that are invariant modulo the equations of motion
under the action of (εQ). We have assumed from the start that such anomalies do not
exist.

The meaning of this result is that, although the realisation of the supersymmetry
algebra on a supermultiplet of composite operators is generally modified perturbative-
ly by quantum corrections, the realisation of the supersymmetry algebra on the part
of a multiplet associated to a particular supersymmetry invariant defined by a given
cocycle is exact at the tree level. This property allows one to relate the various anom-
alous dimensions of the composite operators despite the fact that the supersymmetry
realisation is non-linear.

7.4 Allowed counterterms

We will first describe the cocycle associated to the classical action S, which turns out
to involve the Chern–Simons-like cochain (7.63) in D > 4 dimensions. Indeed, the
(D − 1)-form of the cocycle involves then an element of the form

L(c)
D−1 = 3i

2
� tr

(
εγµνσ λ

)
Fµνdxσ + · · · (7.69)
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in such a way that

ii(εγ ε)L(c)
D + S(Q)|�L(c)

D−1 = i

2
(εγD+1γD−5ε) tr F∧F + d (· · · ) (7.70)

where γD+1 is the identity for odd D or the product of all gamma’s for even D. γD−5
is the (D − 5)-form built from the antisymmetric product of D − 5 gamma matrices.
This term gives rise to a cochain of the form (7.63) in dimension 4 < n ≤ 8. Moreover,
by power counting the last (D − 5)-form associated to (7.63) defines the last form of
the cocycle L̃(c). So as a result

L(c)
D−5 = i

2
(εγD+1γD−5ε) tr

(
(ετI ε) c φ I − 1

3
c3

)
(7.71)

The Ward identities allow the operator tr
(
(ετI ε) c φ I − 1

3 c3
)

to be renormalised by
any scalar gauge-invariant operator cubic in the spinor parameter that has the right
power counting. Its renormalisation is in fact directly related to the renormalisation of
the first component of the supercurrent (3.38), i.e. the 1

2 BPS operator [44]

tr

(
φ Iφ J − 1

n
δ I JφKφ

K
)

(7.72)

which always appears in the component L(c)
D−4.

It turns out that in order to be eligible to renormalise the cocycle associated to the
classical action, a cocycle must admit a cohomologically equivalent representative
whose lowest form degree is at least D − 5, and such that the corresponding form (if
non-zero) includes an (εγD+1γD−5ε) factor needed to renormalise L(c)

D−5.

Let us now consider the cocycle associated to the 1
2 BPS invariants I 1

2
. It is much

easier to consider the eight-dimensional case, although the result will be valid in any
dimension. In eight dimensions the R-symmetry group reduces to an axial U (1) and
one considers chiral and antichiral components of Q written Q+ and Q−. Then I 1

2
reduces to

I 1
2

=
∫

d Dx
(

Q8+tr �̄4 + Q8−tr �4
)

(7.73)

where

Q8+ ≡ 1

8!εαβγ δηχξζ QαQβQγ QδQηQχ Qξ Qζ

(7.74)
Q8− ≡ 1

8!εα̇β̇γ̇ δ̇η̇χ̇ ξ̇ ζ̇ Qα̇Qβ̇Qγ̇ Q δ̇Qη̇Qχ̇ Q ξ̇ Q ζ̇
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Let us first consider the right-hand-side of the action

(εQ)Q8−tr �4 = (ε+Q+)Q8−tr �4

= −∂µ[iε+γ µ]α̇ 1

7!εα̇β̇γ̇ δ̇η̇χ̇ ξ̇ ζ̇ Qβ̇Qγ̇ Q δ̇Qη̇Qχ̇ Q ξ̇ Q ζ̇ tr �4. (7.75)

Applying then (εQ) to the next component, one has

(εQ)[iε+γ µ]α̇ 1

7!εα̇β̇γ̇ δ̇η̇χ̇ ξ̇ ζ̇ Qβ̇Qγ̇ Q δ̇Qη̇Qχ̇ Q ξ̇ Q ζ̇ tr �4

= i(εγ µε)Q8−tr �4−∂ν[iε+γ µ]α̇[iε+γ ν]β̇ 1

6!εα̇β̇γ̇ δ̇η̇χ̇ ξ̇ ζ̇ Qγ̇ Q δ̇Qη̇Qχ̇ Q ξ̇ Q ζ̇ tr �4.

(7.76)

Iteratively, one thus deduces the complete cocycle,

�∗ [Q− + 2iγµdxµε+]8 tr �4, (7.77)

where �∗ is defined to act as (−1)p times the Hodge star operator � on a p-form. This
is equivalent to saying that [Q− + 2iγµdxµε+]8 tr �4 is invariant under the Hodge
dual extended differential d� + (εQ) + i(εγµε)dxµ, where d� is defined in such a
way that

{d, d�} = ∂µ∂
µ. (7.78)

To prove that (7.77) is actually a cocycle, we decompose the extended differential into

d� + (εQ)+ i(εγµε)dxµ = d� + (ε+Q+)+ (
ε−[Q− + 2iγµdxµε+]) ; (7.79)

then the right-hand-side trivially cancels [Q− + 2iγµdxµε+]8tr�4 because there are
only eight independent anticommuting operators Q− + 2iγµdxµε+. Because tr�4 is
a scalar chiral operator, one has

(
d� + (ε+Q+)

)
tr �4 = 0 (7.80)

and moreover

{
d� + (ε+Q+) , Q− + 2iγµdxµε+

} = {
d� , 2iγµdxµε+

} + {(ε+Q+) , Q−} = 0

(7.81)

as a consequence of the supersymmetry algebra.
The last 0-form of the cocycle (7.77) cannot be cancelled by the addition of a coho-

mologically trivial cocycle to (7.77), because it is a 0-form and tr�2 is a chiral primary
operator (i.e. tr �2 does not appear in the Q− variation of any other gauge-invariant
operator).
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The cocycle (7.77) is complex, and the cocycle associated to the I 1
2

invariant is its
real part, whereas its imaginary part corresponds to the fourth Chern character. The
arguments go exactly the same way for the double trace invariant I ′

1
2
.

For the non-renormalisation theorems, we are interested in the D = 5 and D = 6
cocycles. As a matter of fact, the properties of the cocycles associated to 1

2 BPS
operators that we have just exhibited in eight dimensions are valid in any dimension.

The last form associated to the classical action in six dimensions is a 1-form,
whereas the last forms associated to the invariants I 1

2
and I ′

1
2

are 0-forms. The irre-

ducible component of the 0-form associated to I 1
2

depends on the descendants of the

corresponding 1
2 BPS operator

Q
1

4
tr

(
φ(Iφ JφKφL)

)
= −ετ (I trS

(
λφ JφKφL)

)
20⊕20

QtrS

(
λφ Iφ JφK

)
20⊕20

= iγ µτdε∂µ
1

4
tr

(
φ(Iφ JφKφL)

)
+ γ µνεO I J K

µν (7.82)

+ γ µτ LεO I J K
µL − γ7εO I J K

7

where the subscript 20 ⊕ 20 denotes a restriction to the ⊗ • • • • ⊕ ⊗
• • • representation of Sp(1) × Sp(1), the subscript S stands for the symmetrised
trace, and

O I J K
µν ≡ trS

(
Fµνφ

(Iφ JφK ) + 3

4
λγµντ

(Iλφ JφK )
)

O I J K
µ L ≡ trS

((
iφL Dµφ

(I − iφ(I DµφL + 3

4
λγµτL

(Iλ

)
φ JφK )

)
(7.83)

O I J K
7 ≡ trS

((
1

3
ε(I L M Nφ

LφMφN + 1

8
λγ7τ

(Iλ

)
φ JφK )

)
.

The 0-form of the cocycle can therefore be written as

L(½)

0 = a(εγ7γ
µντI ε)(ετJ ε)(ετK ε)O I J K

µν +b(εγ µνσ τI
Lε)(εγ7γνσ τJ ε)(ετK ε)O I J K

µ L

+ c(ετI ε)(ετJ ε)(ετK ε)O I J K
7 (7.84)

for some coefficients a, b and c. It follows from τ (I τ J ) = 0 that such a form can neither
be written as a contraction with i(εγ µε) nor as the Q variation of a form built from
the operator trS

(
λφ Iφ JφK

)
20⊕20. This can be understood directly from the irreduc-

ible representations of Sp(1)× Sp(1). The 0-form L(½)

0 is built from operators in the
( ⊗ • • • )+ representation12 and the ( ⊗ • • • • )+ ⊕ ( ⊗ • • )+
representation, from which it follows that L(½)

0 is not built from a contraction with
i(εγ µε). In order for the 0-form possibly to be Q-exact, these operators would have to
appear in the supersymmetry variation of an operator in the ⊗ • • • ⊕ ⊗ • • ,

12 The subscript + means that it is the self-dual complex representation which corresponds to a real rep-
resentation of SO(10 − D).
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whereas they appear only in the supersymmetry variation of an operator in the ⊗
• • • • ⊕ ⊗ • • • .

In a similar way, the 0-form associated with I 1
2

in five dimensions is built from

operators in the + and the + of Sp(2). Once again this implies that I 1
2

can-
not be written as a contraction with i(εγ µε). In order for the 0-form to be Q-exact,
these operators would have to appear in the supersymmetry variation of an operator
in the +, whereas they only appear in the supersymmetry variation of operators in
the + and the +. On the other hand, the last form associated to the classical
action is given by the 0-form

L(c)
0 = 1

2
(εε)tr

(
(ετI ε) c φ I − 1

3
c3

)
(7.85)

and it is a property of the representations + and + that one can not extract a

scalar (εε) from L(½)

0 .
There is therefore no way for the cocycles L̃(½) or L̃(½)′ to contribute to the renor-

malisation of L̃(c) and we conclude that the logarithmic divergences associated to the
1
2 BPS invariants are forbidden by the supersymmetry Ward identities in dimensions
five and six.

Note that although this discussion of the 1
2 BPS invariants is rather general, it does

not extend to invariants associated to lesser BPS operators such as the 1
4 BPS invariant

I 1
4
. One can formally understand why this is so from the representations associated

to the invariants. One may use Young tableaux for the representations of the internal
symmetry group in which the operators defining a given form Lp of a cocycle L̃ lie,
where each box corresponds to the fundamental representation carried by the spinor
parameter [11]. It then follows that one box is either removed or added at each step
of the descent equations (i.e. by getting Lp±1 from Lp). It turns out that the repre-
sentations in which the 1

2 BPS operators associated to I 1
2

and I ′
1
2

lie correspond to

Young Tableaux with too many boxes to be related to the Chern–Simons operators
associated to the classical action. However, one does not find such obstruction for the
lesser BPS invariants. The idea is that there is a subset of the operators defining the
1
4 BPS multiplet which transform into each other in the same way as the operators

defining L̃(c) do, which implies in turn that the supersymmetry Ward identities do not
protect L̃(c) from being renormalised by L(¼)

0 .
In five dimensions, the Chern–Simons operator defining the 0-form L(c)

0 is in an
unspecified representation of rank three of Sp(2), i.e. ⊗ ⊗ , whereas the 1

2
BPS operator from which L(½)

0 is derived can only lead to a representation of rank
five. However, the 1

4 BPS operator lies in the representation +, which can lead in

principle to a 0-form L(¼)

0 which is in the fundamental representation .
Similarly in six dimensions, the Chern–Simons operator defining the 1-form L(c)

1
is also in an unspecified representation of rank three of Sp(1)× Sp(1), whereas the 1

2
BPS operator from which L(½)

1 is derived can only lead to a representation of rank five.
The 1

4 BPS operators lie in the representations + and • • • • + which can in
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principle lead to 1-forms L(¼)

1 which are in the fundamental representations and • ,
respectively.

The seven-dimensional case is a bit trickier to discuss because there is no available
tool such as the Young tableaux to discuss tensor products of the spinor representation
of Spin(6, 1), and the representations of Sp(1) do not permit one to characterise the
cocycle L̃(¼). Indeed, the latter cocycle is no longer related to a Lorentz scalar 1

4 BPS
operator in dimensions 7 and 8, but rather to 3

8 BPS primary operators in the 2-form
representation of the Lorentz group. For simplicity, we will discuss these operators in
eight dimensions, in which case they are defined as follows

O
3
8
µν ≡ tr λ−γµνλ− tr �2 O 3

8
µν ≡ tr λ+γµνλ+ tr �̄2 (7.86)

One checks that Q+γ µνQ+O
3
8
µν is a chiral operator

Q− Q+γ µνQ+O
3
8
µν = 0 (7.87)

and so one can get a representative of the corresponding cocycle just as in the case of
the 1

2 BPS operator (7.77), i.e.

L̃(¼) = �∗[Q− + 2iγµdxµε+]8 tr Q+γ µνQ+O
3
8
µν

+ �∗ [Q+ + 2iγµdxµε−]8 tr Q−γ µνQ−O 3
8
µν (7.88)

The invariant I0 is related to similar 3
8 BPS (non-primary) operators, i.e.

O
3
8 ′
µν ≡ tr λ−γµν[�, [�,λ−]] = [Q+]6

µν tr ��̄ (7.89)

and its complex conjugate. Note that these manifestly vanish in the abelian case. The
cocycle L̃(k) can thus be written as well as

L̃(k) = �∗[Q− + 2iγµdxµε+]8 tr Q+γ µνQ+O
3
8 ′
µν

+ �∗ [Q+ + 2iγµdxµε−]8 tr Q−γ µνQ−O 3
8 ′
µν (7.90)

One may then conclude too naively that such invariants are protected, but these repre-
sentatives of the cocycles L(¼) and L(k) are in fact cohomologically equivalent to much
shorter cocycles.

In order to exhibit this fact, let us first introduce Young tableaux for the tensor
products of the Weyl spinor representation of Pin(7, 1). We want to keep the Z2
chiral symmetry because it plays a rather important role in this case. The centre of
Spin(7, 1) is Z2 × Z2, and one can obtain two different real forms of SO(8,C)
by taking the quotient with respect to one Z2 or to the other, namely SO(7, 1)
and SO∗(8)(−14). SO∗(8)(−14) is the real form of SO(8,C) defined in such a way
that its maximal compact subgroup is Spin(7) ⊂ SO(8) ⊂ SO(8,C). By triality,
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a Weyl spinor of Spin(7, 1) is a complex vector of SO∗(8)(−14). The Young tableaux
of O∗(8)(−14)

∼= Pin(7, 1)/Z2 are pretty much the same as the ones of O(8,C),
the only difference being that there is a complex self-duality condition on the that
involves the Spin(7)-invariant octonionic 4-form of O∗(8)(−14).

The Chern–Simons-like operator defining the 3-form L(c)
3 is in an unspecified rep-

resentation of rank three of O∗(8)(−14), whereas the 1
2 BPS chiral operators are in the

representation, and can only lead to an operator in the representation for the 3-form

L(½)

3 . On the other hand, the 3
8 operators O

3
8
µν and O

3
8 ′
µν are in the representation,

and can lead in principle to 3-forms L(¼)

3 and L(k)
3 respectively, which corresponding

operators are in the fundamental .
The conclusion of this section is that, independently of the dimension 5 ≤ D ≤ 8,

the supersymmetry Ward identities imply that the cocycle L̃(c) can not be renormal-
ised in perturbation theory by the cocycles L̃(½) and L̃(½)′, but that they do not prevent
the cocycle L̃(c) to be renormalised by the cocycle L̃(¼) and L̃(k). It then follows from
(7.51) and (7.66) that the supersymmetry Ward identities rule out the potential 4-loop
(respectively 2-loop) logarithmic divergences in five (respectively six) dimensions,
but they are not in contradiction with any other logarithmic divergences allowed by
power counting and with the existence of a corresponding supersymmetry invariant
(e.g. I 1

4
or IK ).

7.5 Maximal supergravity

Most of this discussion can be generalised to maximal supergravity, although the
method has to be improved since supergravity fields do not simply lie in representa-
tions of the superPoincaré algebra. Maximal supergravity admits as a gauge symmetry
the N = 8 superalgebra, which has a bosonic subalgebra containing the direct sum
of infinitesimal four-dimensional diffeomorphisms together with sl(2,C)⊕ su(8)⊕⊕28

n=1 u(1). The fields of the theory are given by the vierbeins ea , the gravitino fields
ψ i
α which are 1-form valued in the SL(2,C) × SU (8) fundamental representation,

28 abelian gauge fields Ai j , the dilatino fields χ i jk in the product of the rank three
antisymmetric SU (8) tensor representation and the fundamental representation of
SL(2,C), as well as 70 scalar fields V lying in the coset space E7(7)/(SU (8)/Z2).
All the gauge invariances of supergravity, including local supersymmetry, can be rep-
resented by a single BRST operator s . Any invariant local functional S(n) which does
not involve a Chern–Simons-like term with respect to the internal gauge symmetry
(i.e. SL(2,C)× SU (8)× U (1)28), leads to an extended cocycle satisfying [73,74]

(d + s − Lξ − ii(εγ ε))L̃ = 0 (7.91)

where ξµ is the anticommuting ghost associated to the diffeomorphisms and εi is the
commuting ghost associated to local supersymmetry. Their BRST variation are given
by
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s ξµ = ξν∂νξ
µ − 2ieµa

(
εiγ

aεi
)

s εi = Lξ εi − 1

2
/�εi − Ci

jε
j + ii(εγ ε)ψ

i + (ε jεk)χ
i jk (7.92)

where �ab and Ci
j are the Faddeev–Popov ghosts associated to Lorentz and SU (8)

invariances respectively. If one inserts the composite operators appearing in a given
cocycle L̃ by the introduction of sources ũ as in (7.31), one obtains that the sources
must also transform as a cocycle with respect to the Slavnov–Taylor BRST operator

(d + S(s)|� − Lξ − ii(εγ ε))ũ = 0 (7.93)

The main difference between Yang–Mills theory and supergravity is that the trans-
formations of the sources depend on the quantum fields in supergravity. The proof of
the absence of deformations of the Ward identity at the quantum level is then more
tricky, but we will nonetheless assume this to be the case. Since this is related to the
renormalisation of the ghosts, it is probably only true in particular linear gauges sub-
ject to additional ghost Ward identities. Assuming the absence of such deformations,
it follows that the composite operators that define a cocycle L̃ only mix under renor-
malisation with composite operators defining themselves cocycles of the same shape
(i.e. which have same number of components and the same tensor structure of the last
component), and with composite operators that define trivial cocycles. Since trivial
cocycles give no contribution to the associated invariant counterterms, the invariant
counterterms that are consistent with the supersymmetry Ward identity define cocycles
which are of the same shape as the one obtained from the classical action.

At tree level, the operator S(s)|� − Lξ acts on composite operators invariant with
respect to the internal gauge symmetry as a supersymmetry transformation with param-
eter given by the supersymmetry ghost εi , and it acts on the latter as

(S(s)|� − Lξ )εi = ii(εγ ε)ψ
i + (ε jεk)χ

i jk + · · · (7.94)

up to internal gauge transformations.
The gravity coupling constant κ is of dimension −1, with the consequence that the

theory is strictly non-renormalisable. We consider that all fields have been rescaled
by a factor of κ , in such a way that all bosonic fields are of canonical dimension
zero and all fermionic fields are of canonical dimension 1

2 . Then all the non-linear
supersymmetry transformations do not depend upon κ , and the coupling constant only
appears as an overall factor in front of the classical action as

� = 1

κ2 S + z(½)κ
4 I 1

2
+ · · · (7.95)

where the dots stand for the source terms and possible higher order terms required to
renormalise the theory. S is the classical action, and I 1

2
is the invariant of canonical
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dimension eight that corresponds by power counting to the 3-loop logarithmic diver-
gences. At the linearised level, the N = 8 superfield is a scalar superfields in the +
representation of SU (8)

W i jkl = 1

24
εi jklmnopWmnop. (7.96)

The algebraic method is a bit more subtle when dealing with gravity theories. The
main difference is that, although the Lagrange density itself is gauge invariant in
Yang–Mills theory, the Lagrange density is only gauge invariant up to an exact deriv-
ative in a theory invariant under diffeomorphisms. The same is true for local super-
symmetry. It follows that the densities L(n) that we shall consider as insertions are not
strictly speaking BRST invariant, but only satisfy

S(s)|� L(n) = d�(n). (7.97)

In fact, the classical action S evaluated on field configurations satisfying the equations
of motion is known to vanish in pure supergravity theory. It follows that, if the corre-
sponding 4-form density were BRST invariant, it would be BRST-exact and could not
be renormalised by non-trivial composite operators. However, the Lagrangian density
is not in fact BRST invariant, so this unduely strong conclusion does not obtain.

We now explain why the cocycle associated to the classical action is short. Power
counting shows that the 0-form component of the cocycle L̃(c) associated to the classi-
cal action is of canonical dimension zero. There is no non-trivial cohomology class of
the algebraic de Rham complex of form degree 5 and therefore, L(c)

0 must be invariant
with respect to the internal gauge symmetry. It follows that it can only depend on the
scalar fields V and the supersymmetry ghosts ε. Because of the descent equations

(S(s)|� − Lξ )L(c)
0 = −ii(εγ ε)L(c)

1 (7.98)

the 0-form component must be the contraction of a Lorentz invariant quartic in the
spinor parameters ε together with a 1

2 BPS primary operator function of the scalar
fields. In order for this to be non-trivial, it cannot possibly be written as a contraction
with (εiγ

aεi ). The only independent combinations are then

(εiε j )(εkεl) (ε{iγ abε j )(εkγabεl}) (ε[iγ aε[k)(ε j]γaε
k]) (7.99)

The last term would be in contradiction with the parity of the Lagrange density, unless
one were to include the determinant of the vierbein. However inspection of the super-
symmetry transformations shows that such a composite operator cannot satisfy (7.98).
If one considers composite operators defined by the contraction of one of the two
remaining combinations of supersymmetry ghosts together with a function of the
scalar fields in the corresponding representation of SU (8) (i.e. or ), inspec-
tion of equation (7.98) shows that the corresponding operators should at least satisfy
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(S(s)|� − Lξ )X i j,kl = ε[iα� j],kl α + εα̇m�
[i jm],kl
α̇ (S(s)|� − Lξ )X i jkl = ε(iα�

jkl) α

(7.100)

that is, schematically,

Q = ⊕ Q = (7.101)

The first constraint corresponds to the constraint for the ultra-short N = 4 supercur-
rent and there is no such primary operator in N = 8. Neither is there a chiral operator
satisfying the second constraint. We conclude that there is no solution of (7.98) with
the appropriate canonical dimension and the last form of the cocycle associated to the
classical Lagrangian is at least of form degree one.

The I 1
2

invariant is the integral of the 4-form density L(½), which can be written at

the linearised level as an integral of the 1
2 BPS operator + over the corresponding

half superspace [11],

L(½)

Linear = �[D16] +

(
W 4

)
+
. (7.102)

It follows that the 0-form of the cocycle associated to I 1
2

is given by operators in the

and the of SU (8) which descend from the 1
2 BPS operator +. In order

for such a term to be (S(s)|� − Lξ )-exact, the corresponding operators would have to
appear in the supersymmetry variations of operators in the and the , whereas

they only appear in the supersymmetry variations of operators in the , the and

the of SU (8) by properties of the 1
2 BPS supermultiplet. The cocycle associated

to the I 1
2

invariant thus has non-trivial components of all form degrees, and it is not
cohomologically equivalent to any shorter representative.

We thus conclude that the insertion of the classical action cannot be renormalised
by the quartic invariant I 1

2
, implying via the Callan–Symanzik equation that there is

no three-loop logarithmic divergence associated with this invariant.
The arguments of the N = 8 supergravity proof are very close to the ones for

maximally supersymmetric Yang–Mills theory, so it is likely that the I 1
2

invariant is
the only one to be eliminated as a counterterm candidate by the full supersymmetry
Ward identities.

8 Conclusions

We have seen that quite different approaches to analysing the ultraviolet divergence
structure of quantised maximal super Yang–Mills and maximal supergravity theories
lead to similar expectations for the first loop order at which ultraviolet divergences
may occur. Both approaches lead to the expectation that counterterm candidates
corresponding to 1

2 BPS operator integrands are ruled out by the supersymmetric
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structure, but no further: 1
4 or lesser BPS operators, or non BPS operators (requiring full

superspace integrals), have no apparent claim to being ruled out. This can be seen
from various traditional “off-shell” approaches involving superspace Feynman rules,
or equally well from the algebraic “on-shell” formalism which employs an outgrowth
of the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism to deal with Slavnov–Taylor identities for the
full nonlinear supersymmetry of the theory. Although quite different in detail, both
the off-shell and on-shell approaches agree completely with the known patterns of
super Yang–Mills and supergravity ultraviolet divergences [15,16,18].

In this article, we have reviewed the constraints on counterterms that arise in the
various types of off-shell superspace formalisms. It is expected that any formalism
that employs more than half of the full on-shell supersymmetry should be enough to
rule out the 1

2 BPS counterterms. The minimal such formalisms have a “half super-
symmetry plus one” structure with finite numbers of component fields: 9 supercharges
for the maximal N = 4 SYM case and 17 supercharges for the maximal N = 8 super-
gravity theory. There exist also formalisms with yet more off-shell linearly realised
supersymmetries, e.g. the 12 supercharge ↔ N = 3 harmonic superspace formalism
for maximal super Yang–Mills [28,29]. Although full construction of the Feynman
rules for maximal super Yang–Mills and maximal supergravity theories in a num-
ber of such off-shell formalisms remains to be completed, straightforward counting
of the fermionic dimension structure leads to the expectation that these formalisms
should be sufficient to rule out the 1

2 BPS counterterms. Moreover, the constraints on
allowed divergences always appear to be the same: protection for 1

2 BPS operators,
but no further. In the algebraic renormalisation approach, based on Slavnov–Taylor
type identities for the full nonlinear extended supersymmetry plus gauge invariances
of the maximal theories, one comes to a exactly the same conclusion. Thus, barring yet
more “miracles” (which one may define technically as cancellations not explained by
non-renormalisation theorems), the expectation must remain that counterterm candi-
dates with less than 1

2 BPS structure or non-BPS candidates will correspond to actual
divergences in the theories. This expectation is fully borne out by explicit computation
in the case of maximal super Yang–Mills theory.

This leaves the subject with an apparent paradox. There are indications from string
theory [19] which would, if applicable in the supergravity limit [20], suggest that
N = 8 supergravity might diverge first at nine loops. (This was foreshadowed by
earlier string non-renormalisation theorems which made use of duality symmetries
to restrict the loop order at which certain R4 terms can appear [75–77].) One way of
obtaining the nine-loop bound directly in field theory would be to suppose that counter-
terms have to be full superspace integrals, i.e. non-BPS, of gauge-invariant integrands,
and that they have to respect gauge-invariance in the highest-possible dimension [78],
i.e. in D = 11, although it is difficult to see how such a conclusion could be justified
using known field-theoretic methods. The stronger suggestion [21], that supergrav-
ity might be finite to all orders, could also be argued if the divergence structure of
maximal Yang-Mills and supergravity theories were the same in all dimensions, a
possibility that would be consistent with currently known explicit calculations (but
so are the divergence expectations shown in Table 1). Similar suggestions have also
been obtained from the finite structure of one-loop amplitudes in maximal supergrav-
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ity [15]. How to square this with the rather unanimous results of the various off-shell
and on-shell non-renormalisation theorems? One possibility might be a special status
for diagrams with four external legs, which is the context of all the recent explicit
UV divergence calculations. Could there be stronger results for this class of diagram?
A possibly related observation is that BPS counterterms all start out at lowest order
with four external fields [17]. But this would still leave an infinite class of non-BPS
counterterms to contend with, requiring from the Feynman diagram point of view an
infinite set of miracles if full UV finiteness of D = 4 maximal supergravity were to
be achieved.
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